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.ARTICLE 1
Preamble
; Section 1.1: The Public Employee's Fair Employment Act, the other provisions of the
Civil Service Law, and the Local Laws of the County of Cattaraugus which are not
inconsistent with said Act and the Civil Service Law shall govern the Terms of this
Agreement.
Section 1.2: This agreement is entered into pursuant to Article 14 of the Civil Service
Law between the County of Cattaraugus, hereinafter referred to as "Employer", and the
Civil Service Employees' Association, Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, the certified
Union by the Cattaraugus County Employees' Unit of Local 805, hereinafter referred to as
the "Union". The parties further agree that this agreement constitutes the entire contract
between the parties.
Section 1.3: Acknowledging the moral principles inherent in Federal and State
Legislation, the parties to this agreement hereby affirm that they shall insure equal
employment opportunities for all qualified individuals without consideration of their age,
sex, race, creed, color, or national origin. The scope of employment opportunity shall also
include adherence by the Employer to the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA).
ARTICLE 2
Recognition
Section 2.1: The Employer recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive Bargaining
Agent for the purposes of Collective Bargaining and the Administration of grievances
arising thereunder, for the maximum period provided by Law, for all employees excluding
those titles listed in Appendix G.
ARTICLE 3
Deductions
Section 3.1: The Employer shall deduct from the wages of those employees who have
signed authorizations permitting said deductions, membership dues, insurance premiums,
and master plan insurance deductions, and remit same to the CSEA, 143Washington Street,
Albany, New York 12210.
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Section 3.2: The employer shall deduct from the wages of those employees who are
not members of the CSEA an amount equal to the membership dues of a member of the
'CSEA and remit same to CSEA, 143 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12210.
,
Section 3.3: There will be one deduction made for all Union benefits. The Union will
provide the County Treasurer with a bill broken down into categories. The County
Treasurer will issue checks bi-weekly for each category. All changes must be given to the
County Treasurer. Said changes will only be made bi-weekly.
The County Treasurer is hereby authorized to send such deductions directly to the
insurance company involved, if required by the Agreement between the parties.
Section 3.4: CSEA shall hold the Employer harmless against any and all suits, claims,
and responsibilities that shall arise out of or for any reason due to any action taken in
complying with this article.
ARTICLE 4
Management Rights
Section 4.1: The Employer retains the sole right to manage its business and services
and to direct the working force, including the right to decide the number and location of
its business and service operations, the business and service operations to be conducted
and rendered, and the methods, processes, and means used in operating its business and
services, and the control of the buildings, real estate, materials, parts, tools, machinery,
and all equipment which may be used in the operation of its business or in supplying its
services; to determine whether and to what extent the work required in operating its
business and supplying its services shall be performed by employees covered by this
Agreement; to maintain order and efficiency in all its departments and operations, including
the sole right to discipline, suspend, and discharge employees for cause; to hire, layoff,
assign, transfer, promote, and determine the starting and quitting time and the number of
hours to be worked; subject only to such regulations governing the exercise of these rights
as are expressly provided in this Agreement, or provided by Law. Provided howeveJ the
Employer shall not be arbitrary or capricious in exercising either the foregoing enumerated
rights or its broader common law, inherent, and/ or reserved rights.
The above rights of the Employer are not all inclusive, but indicate the type of matters
or rights, which belong to and are inherent to the Employer. Any and all of the rights,
powers, and authority the Employer had prior to entering this Agreement are retained by
the Employer, except as expressly and specifically abridged, delegated, granted, or modified
by this Agreement.
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~ARTICLE 5
Union Rights
t Section 5.1: The Employer recognizes the right of the employees to designate
representatives of the Union to appear on their behalf to discuss salaries, working
conditions, grievances, and disputes as to the terms and conditions of this Agreement and
to visit employees during working hours. Such representatives shall also be permitted to
appear at public hearings before the County Legislature upon request of the Employees.
Section 5.2: The Employer recognizes the need for County employees who are Union
officials to devote time during working hours to Union business. Employees engaging in
Union business during working hours will notify the Department Head or his designee
before engaging in Union business. A list of twenty (20) designated employees shall be
filed with the Personnel Director and may be altered, with five (5) days notice, at anytime
by the Union. Failure to file such list with the Personnel Director shall negate the Employer's
responsibility to release any employee from their normal duties for Union business. No
more than fifteen (15)County employees shall be designated to conduct Union business at
one time. There shall be no more than one (1) employee in any department or either facility
of the nursing home, per shift, designated to conduct Union business at any such time.
Time devoted to Union business, except Labor-Management and Grievance meetings, will
not exceed eight (8) hours per pay period with a maximum of four hundred (400) hours
per year for all Union officials. Management agrees to provide quarterly reports to the
Union on the use of this clause. If the four hundred (400) hours are used, the President of
the Union may request additional hours from the Personnel Director, up to a maximum of
two hundred (200) hours. Such request shall not be unreasonably denied. Time in excess
of the eight hours will be charged to accrued vacation time, personal leave time, or counted
as unauthorized leave at the option of the employee.
Section 5.3: The Employer shall provide to the Unit President or to his/her designee a
copy of each agenda established for meetings of the County Legislature prior to each
respective meeting.
The Unit President or his/her designee shall, without loss of pay, be permitted to attend
meetings of the Legislature when any matters dealing with conditions and terms of
employment will be discussed.
Section 5.4: Duly elected unit delegates and the unit representative required to attend
delegate meetings and the Board of Directors meetings of the State CSEA shall be given
leave with pay for such purposes. Such pay for any such delegates shall not exceed thirty
(30) days per annum.
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Section 5.5: The Employer will provide to the Unit President/March 1 and August 1 of
each year, a list of the names and addresses of all employees.
t
Section 5.6: The Employer shall notify the Union at least seven (7) days in advance of
the change in working methods or working conditions, except where such change is
required because of an emergency or major disaster over which the Employer has no control.
.
Section 5.7: No employee shall be required to operate equipment that is unsafe or
equipment that does not have proper safety features. Inspection of such equipment shall
be handled by two (2) persons designated by the Unit President and two (2) persons
designated by the Personnel Director.
Section 5.8: CSEA shall be allowed to discuss Union matters following the new
employee orientation. Such discussion will be conducted by a representative designated
by the President who is assigned at the facility where the orientation takes place.
ARTICLE 6
Use of Bulletin Boards and Employer's Facilities
Section 6.1a: Bulletin Boards I Material. The Employer will provide a reasonable
amount of exclusive bulletin board space in an accessible place in the locations hereinafter
provided, for the purpose of posting bulletins, notices, and material issued by CSEA; as
well as job postings issued by the Employer pursuant to Article 13 of this agreement, and
examination announcements which may be issued by the local Civil Service Commission
or other Civil Service agencies. Material issued by the Union shall be signed and dated by
a designated official of the organization. No such material shall be posted which is profane,
obscene, or defamatory of the Employer or those acting as its representatives, or which
constitutes political election campaign material for or against any person, organization, or
faction thereof. No other employee organization except the certified or recognized
organization shall have the right to post material upon Employer bulletin boards, except
during campaign periods or periods of challenge as defined in Section 208 of the Civil
Service Law. If the Employer removes any material because it feels it is objectionable,
such removal shall be subject to the Grievance procedure herein.
Section 6.1b: Bulletin Boards I Locations. Bulletin Boards shall be provided at the
following locations:
1. County Building, Olean, New York -the various departments and a central posting
area.
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.2. County Center, Little Valley,New York-a central posting area.
3. Department of Aging, Olean, New York-Linwood Center
4. Department of Mental Health, Olean, New York-Olean Guidance Center
5. Health Department Field Offices, a) Salamanca; b) Little Valley; c) Machias
6. Social Services Offices, a) Salamanca; b) Little Valley
7. County Nursing Homes, a) Machias; b) Olean
8. Department of Public Works, a) Each Highway Barn; b) Each active waste
management facility
9. Delevan Motor Vehicle Office
10. Such other locations to which the parties may mutually agree in writing to in-
clude
Section 6.2: Use of Other Facilities. The Union may utilize conference rooms or other
Employer facilities only with the express permission of an appropriate Employer
representative. No such facilities shall be utilized for any purposes associated with political
election campaigns for or against any person, organization, or faction thereof.
ARTICLE 7
Labor-Management Meetings
Productivity Council
Section 7.1: The Employer and CSEA shall establish a joint labor management
committee for the purpose of providing communications, discussion and resolution of
problems between the Employer and the employees within the bargaining unit.
Section 7.2: The committee shall consist of five (5) members appointed by each party,
President of the Association and Chairman of the County Legislature.
Section 7.3: The parties shall meet as needed and may be called at mutually convenient
times by the President of the Association and the Personnel Director.
Section 7.4: Safety and health issues may be placed on the agenda of regularly scheduled
Labor Management Committee Meetings by either party. Any such issue which occurs
between such meetings will be directed to the Safety Engineer by the Unit President
Designee.
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ARTICLE 8
Probationary Employees
Section 8.1: Every permanent appointment from an open-competitive or promotion
eligible list and every original appointment to a position in the non-competitive, exempt,
or labor class shall be for a probationary term to conform with Civil Service Law and
Rules.
,
Section 8.2: An appointment shall become permanent upon the completion of the
probationary period as provided in Civil Service Law and Rules.
Section 8.3: After decisions to hire new employees are made, all such employees are
required to have a medical examination. These examinations are conducted at the
Employer's expense. The purposes of the medical examinations are to ensure that a new
hire is able to perform the essential functions of the specific job, for which selected, and to
secure medical histories which may serve useful in the planning of employee wellness
programs.
Section 8.4: The Cattaraugus County Civil Service Commission shall order a Civil
Service examination for all positions held by provisional appointment within one month
after the provisional is appointed.
ARTICLE 9
Hours of Work
Section 9.1: Work Schedules. Work schedules shall be prepared by Department Heads
or their designees. Such schedules shall have for their purpose the establishment and
maintenance of equitable and, as nearly possible, uniform hours of work for all positions.
Changes in hours of work which are made for operational or other mission related reasons
shall be in accordance with an alternate schedule approved by the Department Head.
Any change in the hours of work schedules which are not requested by the Union shall be
discussed with the President of the Cattaraugus County General Employees Unit and/ or
his/her designee(s) prior to the approval of the schedule by the Department Head, or its
implementation, which shall generally not take place for five (5) working days following
the discussion of the schedule change with the Union.
The Union may, also, request a change in regular departmental work hours for reasons
of preference or convenience. The Union shall submit all requests to the Department
6
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Head who shall discuss the reason(s) for the work schedule changes with the President of
the Unit or his/her designee(s) within five (5) working days of the receipt of the request.
The Department Head may, then, implement the requested change five (5) working days
following discussions with Union officials.
Each employee shall work overtime when necessary for the efficient conduct of the
Employer's business.
The Employer shall not curtail the regular shift or regular work week of an employee
to prevent paying overtime, unless the individual employee and the Employer mutually
agree.
The regular work week for all employees shall commence at 12:01a.m. Monday through
midnight on the subsequent Friday, except employees of departments required to provide
continuous or extended service. These employees shall have a work week of the same
number of hours but not necessarily the hours specified earlier. For payroll purposes, the
work week terminates midnight Saturday for all employees.
The regular work week for all hourly employees shall be forty (40) hours per week.
The regular work week for all salaried employees shall be thirty-five (35) hours per week.
Section 9.2: Rest Breaks. Employees shall receive two breaks per day each of fifteen
(15) minute duration. These breaks will be scheduled at the convenience of the Employer,
but as near as possible to the middle of each period of work.
Breaks will be taken only in areas suitable to the Employer. These areas shall not be
determined in an arbitrary or capricious manner.
Section 9.3: Unpaid Lunches. The Employer shall not provide paid lunch hours for
any employees, including those employees working in the Machias Infirmary.
Section 9.4: Building Closings. If the Chairman of the County Legislature closes any
County Building, then any employees dismissed before the end of their shift shall be paid
for their entire shifts or if it is closed before the shift starts, then they will be paid for the
en tire shift.
Section 9.5: Flexible Staring Times. The Employer agrees to permit flexible starting
times and schedules of work for reasons of employee preference or convenience that are
different from the traditional seven or eight-hour days, provided there is mutual agreement
in writing between the Department Head and the Union. This change in the schedule or
in flexible hours shall not create overtime.
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ARTICLE 10
Attendance Rules
Section 10.1: Unauthorized Leave. Any absence of any employee not reported before
the time specified in the pertinent Articles of Agreement and any absence not provided
for in this Agreement will be classified as unauthorized leave.
Salamanca and Little Valley salaried employees -will call Highway Department - 938-
9121 - any time after 7:30 a.m.
All Highway Employees from all other barns -shall report to Little Valley - 938-9121.
Olean Employees - will call supervisor designated by the Department Head.
Nursing Home Employees -will call switchboard at the Nursing Home in which they
work.
,
Section 10.2: Tardiness. All employees are required to report to work at the scheduled
time. Tardiness shall be regarded as a violation of the Agreement. The Department Head
will use reasonable judgement in evaluating instances of tardiness. The employee,
whenever possible, will inform the department before his/her shift commences that he/
she will be tardy.
ARTICLE 11
Seniority
Section 11.1: Competitive Class. Seniority is the length of full-time, continuous
employment with the Employer commencing with the date of the original permanent
appointment, except for those employees who had a contingent permanent, provisional,
trainee, labor, or non-competitive appointment immediately preceding their original
permanent appointment.
An employee who received a provisional appointment and is later permanently
appointed to the same position, will have his seniority calculated from the date of the
provisional appointment. An employee appointed to a trainee position shall have his
seniority calculated from the date of his appointment to the trainee position. An employee
who is originally employed with the Employer in a labor or non-competitive class position
and later moves to a competitive class position shall have his seniority calculated from the
date he began his full-time, continuous service with the Employer.
Section 11.2: Non-competitive and Labor Class Employees. Seniority is the length of
full-time, continuous employment with the Employer.
8
fSection 11.3: Full-Time Continuous Employment. As used in the above paragraphs,
full-time, continuous employment includes those periods when an employee is on the
Employer's active payroll and those periods when an employee is:
(a) on unpaid leave,
(b) on layoff up to four (4) years from the date of layoff,
(c) absent from and unable to perform the duties of his/her position by reason of a
disability resulting from occupational injury or disease,
(d) such other periods of service, if any, that the Civil Service Law requires to be
treated as part of the employee's continuous service.
Section 11.4: Loss of Seniority. Subject to the applicable provisions of the Civil Service
Law, if any, an employee loses his/her seniority only when one or more of the following
occurs:
(a) he/she resigns (unless he/she is reinstated within the period permitted by any
provision of the Civil Service Law applicable to him/her);
(b) he/she is discharged or terminated in accordance with law and/or the terms of
this contract;
(c) he/she retires;
(d) he/she refuses a recall.
Section 11.5: Same Date of Hire - Non-Competitive and Labor Class. If two or more
employees are hired or appointed on the same date, their relative seniority shall be
determined by the drawing of lots.
Section 11.6: Seniority List. On January 31 and July 31 of each year, the Employer
shall provide the Union with a copy of the current Seniority List for all employees within
the bargaining unit. This Seniority List shall be considered final and binding unless any
change is submitted in accordance with grievance procedures within ten (10) working
days after the List is made available.
Section 11.7: Rate of Pay. Any person hired by the Employer who does not have
experience or demonstrated ability in a particular position as determined by the Employer,
shall be paid only the minimum rate of pay for the grade in which such employee is hired.
If a new employee is paid more than the minimum rate due to experience or demonstrated
ability, the Employer shall raise the rate paid to other such employees performing the
same job in that grade to the rate of pay being received by the new employee.
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ARTICLE 12
Layoff and Recall
Section 12.1: Non-Competitive and Labor Class Employees. In the case of job
abolishment or reduction in force, the employee with the least seniority in the department
in the classification where the abolishment or reduction in work force occurs shall be notified
for layoff.
(A) An employee notified for layoff in one classification may exercise his seniority to
displace another employee with less seniority when the employee to be displaced
is in a lower rated classification within the department for which he is qualified.
(B) An employee who did not exercise such bumping rights within ten (10) days of
the date that he is notified for layoff shall be laid-off fifteen (15) days after such
notice.
(C) Recall shall be in the inverse order of layoff. An employee shall retain his right to
recall for a period of two (2)years from the date of layoff. If qualified, an employee
on layoff shall be rehired prior to the hiring of a new employee in his former
department.
Section 12.2: Competitive Class Employees. In the case of abolishment, reduction in
work force, layoff, and recall for competitive class employees, the procedures outlined in
Rule 26 of the Rules for the Classified Service of Cattaraugus County and Section 80,81,
and 85 of the Civil Service Law will prevail.
Section 12.3: Loss of Services. The County will notify, by registered mail, the designee
of the Union, thirty (30) calendar days prior to the effective date of any loss of services in
the work areas covered by this agreement and which would cause layoffs or the loss of
jobs. The parties agree that they will meet to negotiate the impact of said layoffs and/or
loss of jobs.
Section 12.4: Where an employee's permanent position is reduced in rank or such
permanent employee must displace to a lower graded title, the compensation of such an
employee shall be paid at the step and grade which most nearly equals, without exceeding,
the hourly rate he/ she received in his/her permanent higher graded position. An employee
who is reinstated to a title from which he/she was laid off, shall be compensated at the
same salary grade and step he/she was receiving at the time of layoff. The fact that an
employee has not served in a position for a protracted time shall not necessarily preclude
such employee for consideration for a meritorious salary increment pursuant to Article
3D,Section I, of this collective bargaining agreement.
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ARTICLE 13
Job Posting
(Appointment, Promotions, Voluntary Demotions, and Reinstatement)
';
Section 13.1: Competitive Class. Positions in the competitive class of the Civil Service
shall be filled solely pursuant to Civil Service Law and applicable local Civil Service Rules.
If a position is to be filled on a provisional basis or a temporary basis that might reasonably
be expected to last more than 100 days, whenever a direct promotional field exists of four
(4)or more permanent employees in a department, preference for a temporary appointment
to a promotional vacancy shall be given to interested, qualified, permanent employees in
direct line of promotion prior to filling the vacancy from outside the department. Such
temporary vacancy must reasonably be expected to last more than 100 days.
Section 13.2: Non-Competitive and Labor Class. If a permanent vacancy occurs within
the bargaining unit in a position in the non-competitive or labor class and the appointing
authority contemplates filling the position, it will be posted for a period of five (5)working
days on the bulletin boards provided in Article 6 of this Agreement.
The posting shall contain:
1) Job Title
2) Rate of Pay
3) Current Location of Work
4) Designated Place and Name of Person to See for Application
5) Place to Apply
A copy of each such job posting shall be provided to the County Employee Unit
President.
Section 13.2b: Appointment to positions. The Employer will award the position to
the most senior employee meeting the following qualifications: ,
1) Qualified according to the class specification established for the vacant position;
2) Physical qualifications;
3) Seniority: with (1) and (2) being equal, seniority will prevail;
4) Employees must have completed their initial probationary periods with a County
department.
First preference will be given to the most senior employee within the department
where the vacancy occurs for whom the new position will mean a new class title, whether
the new appointment means a promotion or not. This preference will prevail for employees
utilizing Paragraph D also.
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If no employee to whom the new position would mean a promotion or a change in
class title in the department responds to the posting, then the appointing authority shall
appoint the employee with the most seniority.
If Management can reasonably demonstrate a respondent to the job posting to be
demonstrably less qualified, unfit, or has an inferior work record which would mitigate
against promotion, then the Employer may pass over said employee, even though he/ she
works in the department where the vacancy occurs or has greater seniority. Management
shall then promote the next most senior applicant.
,
Section 13.2c: The Employer shall be the judge of such qualifications. If necessary, any
challenge to the Employer's judgement in this area shall be subject to the grievance
proced ure.
Section 13.2d: Temporary vacancies which are to be filled on a temporary basis, in
positions permanently encumbered by another employee, shall be posted in the department
in which they occur, if the temporary appointment can reasonably be expected to last
more than 100 days and is in a position allocated to salary Grade 14 or above. Only
employees within the department where a temporary opening exists are eligible to respond
to such a posting.
Section 13.2e: Entry-level positions designated as non-competitive under Section 55(a)
of the New York State Civil Service Law shall be exempt from this Article of the Agreement.
These positions shall only be filled by handicapped persons certified by the New York
State Education Department.
Section 13.3a: Reinstatement and Reappointment. The job posting provisions of this
article shall have no application if a vacancy is filled by the reinstatement or reappointment
of a permanent employee who has resigned from a bargaining unit position within one
year of the date of such reinstatement or reappointment.
Section 13.3b: Loss of License. The job posting provisions of this article shall also have
no application if a vacancy is to be filled by a unit member whose employment status was
automatically terminated by loss of a license or certificate which was a necessary
qualification for the job classification from which terminated.
If an employee is reinstated or reappointed pursuant to this section, he/she shall
reacquire his/her seniority date as provided in Article 11,Sections 1 and 2, provided such
reinstatement or reappointment occurs within one year of the date of resignation or
automatic termination due to loss of qualification.
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ARTICLE 14
Transfer
...
. Section 14.1: Definition. Positions which are filled by transfers are governed solely by
applicable Civil Service Rules. Every transfer shall require the consent of the transferee
and of the appointing authority having jurisdiction over the position to which transfer is
sought. Civil Service Rules contain the following definition:
"Transfer" means the change, without further examination of a permanent
employee from a position under the jurisdiction of one appointing authority
to a similar position under the jurisdiction of another appointing authority,
or to a position in a different title under the jurisdiction of the same appointing
authority.
ARTICLE 15
Reassignment
Section 15.1: Reassignment - Civil Service Rules contain the following definition:
"Reassignment" means the change, without examination, of a permanent
employee from one position to another position in the same title under the
jurisdiction of the same appointing authority.
Section 15.2: Notice of Reassignment. Temporary reassignments of more than five (5)
working days but less than thirty (30) working days within a Department and/ or from
one (1) shift to another as well as reassignments of a greater duration or permanent
reassignments shall not be made without three (3) working days written notice to the
employee(s).
Temporary reassignment within the County department or from one shift to another
of not more than five (5) working days may be made with written notice to the affected
employee forty-eight (48) hours prior to the reassignment.
Section 15.3: Geographic Reassignment. Where an appointing authority decides
to make a reassignment of a permanent nature or in excess of a thirty (30) calendar day
duration from a work location in one community to a work location in a different
community and the functions to be performed by the reassigned employee do not involve
any special requirements, as determined by the appointing authority, then the appointing
authority shall reassign the most senior employee requesting the geographical
reassignment. If no employee requests the geographical reassignment and the functions
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do not involve special requirements, then the least senior employee in the effected
classification shall be reassigned. The use of the special requirement criterion noted above
for receiving a reassignment shall be waived in those instances where an employee can
learn or assimilate within a seven (7) working day period the knowledge and/or skill/
ability necessary to satisfy the special requirements standard.
.
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Section 15.4.: Shift Preference. When a vacancy exists on a shift, shift preference
shall be decided by seniorit}r. Shifts shall be defined as:
First Shift: When a majority of the regular working hours are after 7:00 a.m.
and before 3:00 p.m.
Second Shift: When a majority of the regular working hours are after 3:00 p.m.
and before 11:00p.m.
When a majority of the regular working hours are after 11:00p.m.
and before 7:00 a.m.
Third Shift:
Section 15.5: Unwanted Shift Reassignment. In cases of an unwanted reassignment
from one shift to another, the assignment shall be accomplished by using reverse seniority.
Section 15.6: Reassignments made pursuant to this Article shall not be made for
arbitrary and capricious reasons.
Section 15.7: Requests for reassignment may be made at any time. Such request must
be made in writing and shall be filed with the Department Head or his/her designee.
ARTICLE 16
Holidays
Section 16.1: Holidays Observed. Each employee shall receive the following paid
holidays: New Year's Day, Martin Luther King's Birthday, President's Day, Memorial
Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Columbus 'Day, Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day,
Day after Thanksgiving, and Christmas Day. An employee who is either scheduled to
work on a holiday or has a holiday fall on a non-scheduled work day will, by mutual
agreement between the Employer and employee, be allowed another day off in lieu thereof.
If the Employer and employee do not mutually agree as to which day will be taken off in
lieu of a holiday, then employees shall be compensated for lieu holiday(s) standing to
their credit as of June 30 and December 31. Employees may also be compensated for lieu
holidays standing to their credit during other payroll periods if such requests are approved
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by the Department Head. Days granted as holidays and days taken off in lieu thereof
count as time worked in the computation of overtime. Employees receiving pay for holidays
instead of a day off are compensated at the straight time rate.
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Section 16.2: Weekend Holidays. When a holiday falls on a Saturday, it will be celebrated
on the preceding Friday. When a holiday falls on a Sunday, it will be celebrated on the
following Monday.
Section 16.3: Absence Before a Holiday. In order for an employee to qualify to be paid
for a recognized holiday, he must work the scheduled work day before and the scheduled
work day after said holiday; employees with an excused absence will be exempt from this
clause.
ARTICLE 17
Vacation Leave With Pay
Section 17.1: Accumulation. Vacation leave with pay will be granted by the appointing
authority to employees, except as hereinafter stated, at the rate of one-half (1/2) day per
bi-weekly pay period.
Vacation shall accumulate to a total of thirty-five (35) days.
Any employee unable to take his/her vacation due to an-emergency declared by the
Employer, shall be paid for those days over thirty-five (35).
Employees hired after the signing of the contract will accumulate vacation leave as
follows:
Years Employed
First anniversary date
Days Credited
Credited with six (6) days.
Second and Third Year Nine (9) days credited on the anniversary date.
Over 3 years One-half day (1/2) day per bi-weekly pay period.
Section 17.2: Longevity Accumulation. Employees shall accumulate one (1)
additional day's vacation for each full year worked beyond and inclusive of the sixth (6th)
through the eighteenth (18th) year. Each employee shall receive fourteen (14)days vacation
for six (6) year's service, fifteen (15) days vacation for seven (7) year's service, etc.
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The longevity vacation days will be awarded at the rate of one per pay period beginning
the first pay period after the first of January after the employee completes his sixth (6th)
full year of service. Only days which total to thirty-five or less will be allowed.
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Section 17.3: Schedule. The normal vacation schedule will be completed by January
1 of each year. Seniority will prevail in all scheduling conflicts. Changes in such schedule
after January 1 will be made by mutual agreement between the Department Head or
designee and the employee where no conflict exists. Once vacation requests have been
approved, an employee shall not be displaced by a more senior employee who, following
approval of the vacation period of a less senior employee, decides he/she wishes to take
vacation during the same time period.
Section 17.4.: Unscheduled Vacations. In the event of an emergency need for vacation,
every effort will be made to grant said request. Such determinations shall not be arbitrary
or capricious. Once vacation requests have been approved, an employee shall not be
displaced by a more s.enior employee who, following approval of the vacation period of a
less senior employee, decides he/ she wishes to take vacation during the same time period.
Employees wishing to take an unscheduled vacation of one day's length must report that
fact to their Department Head or his/her designee at least twenty-four (24) hours prior to
the one-day vacation or during their shift on the work day prior to the one-day vacation,
whichever results in more notice to the County. Vacation accruals shall not be taken in less
than one-hour units. Vacation approved in one-hour units totaling less than a day may be
requested and approved on the same day, if operational needs permit.
Employees wishing to take an unscheduled vacation of longer than one day must apply
for permission from their Department Head or his/her designee at least five (5) working
days before the commencement of their proposed vacation.
Section 17.5: Separation. (A) Employees who are laid off or who resigned in good
standing provided that notice of such resignation is given to their Department Head in
writing at least two (2) weeks prior to their last day of work, and have accrued vacation
leave to their credit, shall be paid the salary equivalent of the unused vacation leave. (B)
In the event of retirement, an employee who notifies his Department Head in writing two
(2) weeks in advance shall be paid for all unused vacation. (C) In the case of the death of
the employee, all vacation credits will be paid to the employee's beneficiary.. (D) If an
employee (a) provides the Department Head with 90 calendar days written notice of
retirement or (b) dies while in the active service of the Employer, the employee will be
paid for all longevity vacation days that would have been credited to the employee for
that calendar year.
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Section 17.6: Eligibility. New employees hired prior to the signing of the contract that
covers the period of January I, 1999 to December 31, 2002, must complete twenty-six (26)
pay periods of service before any vacation leave is granted. After the employee completes
twenty-six (26) pay periods of service, he/she shall be credited with seven (7) days of
vacation leave.
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Section 17.7: Missing Work. Deduction of one day's payor less per pay period for
absence does not affect the normal accumulation of vacation for that pay period. Any
time taken off by the employee because of either a snow storm, flood, or act of God may be
taken without payor at the employee's option from accumulated vacation time, personal
leave, or accumulated holidays.
If an employee elects time off without pay for the above purposes, it shall not affect
his /her accumulation of vacation and sick leave for the pay period.
Section 17.8: Limited Exceptions to Seniority in Vacations. Where an agency or
program must generally limit vacation use for operational reasons, limited vacations will
be granted to employees whose presence is not critical, without regard to seniority, if
approved by the Department Head and the Union. This section is excluded from review
under Article 34, Grievance Steps.
ARTICLE 18
Sick Leave with Pay
Section 18.1: Eligibility. Sick leave shall be granted to an employee for absence from
duty because of illness, bereavement, bodily injury, exposure to contagious diseases, and
attendance upon members of the immediate family whose illness requires the care of such
employee. Immediate family shall mean spouse, children and parents, regardless of
residence. Also, any other relative residing in the employee's household. Employees may
take a maximum of thirty (30) days per year to attend to members of their immediate
family. Such thirty (30) day period may be extended upon mutual agreement of the
employee and the Department Head.
All employees must complete thirteen (13) full pay periods of service before any sick
leave is granted. After the employee completes thirteen (13) full pay periods of service
and continues in the employment of the Employer, he shall be credited with six and one-
half (6 1/2) days sick leave. Employees hired after (the signing of the contract) shall be
credited with five (5) days sick leave after the employee completes thirteen (13) full pay
periods of service and continues in the employment of the Employer.
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In all cases, sick leave with pay in excess of three (3) consecutive days will be granted
only when a physician's certificate, furnished by the employee stating that the employee
has been too ill to perform his regular duties or is in attendance upon a member of the
immediate family whose illness requires the care of such employee, has been submitted to
the Department Head.
If the Employer feels that an employee is abusing the sick leave provision, that employee
may be required to furnish a physician's certificate for one day's absence.
..
Section 18.2: Accumulation. Each employee hired prior to the signing of the contract,
will earn one-half (1/2) day of sick leave per pay period. Employees hired after (the
signing of the contract) will accumulate nine (9) sick leave days a year. At the completion
of three (3) years of service, the employees will earn one-half (1/2) day per bi-weekly pay
period. Employees will be allowed to accumulate up to a maximum accumulation of two
hundred ten (210)days of sick leave. An employee accumulating more than two hundred
ten (210) days of sick leave will forfeit the additional days.
Section 18.3: Reporting. When an employee finds it necessary to be absent because of
illness, he/she shall report the fact at least one hour prior to the start of the shift. The
employee shall report to the following locations:
Salamanca and Little Valley salaried employees -will call- their immediate supervisor.
Highway Employees from all other barns - will call - their immediate supervisor.
Olean Employees - will call -supervisor designated by their Department Head.
Nursing Home Employees -will call switchboard at the Nursing Home in which they
work.
Section 18.4: Doctor's Appointments. All doctor and dentist appointments will be
chargeable to sick leave.
Section 18.5: Doctor's Examinations. Before sick leave may be charged against sick
leave credits, the appointing authority may require the employee to be examined at the
expense of the Employer. If upon the report of the medical examination, the Employer
finds there is no satisfactory evidence of illness, such absence may not be charged against
accumulated sick leave. Abuse of sick leave privileges shall be cause for disciplinary
action.
Section 18.6: Units. If sick leave is approved, it shall not be granted in less than one
hour units.
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Section 18.7: Retirement. Upon retirement or death, employees shall be paid their
current rates of pay for their unused accumulated sick leave over sixty (60) days and up to
two hundred ten (210) days. Therefore, an employee could be paid a maximum of one
hundred fifty (150) days at the time of retirement or death.;
Section 18.8: Missing Work. Deduction of one (1) day's payor less per pay period for
absence does not affect the normal accumulation of sick time for that pay period. Any
time taken off by the employee because of either a snow storm, flood or act of God may be
taken without pay, or at the employee's option, from accumulated sick time, personal
leave, or accumulated holidays.
If an employee elects time off without pay for the above purposes, it shall not affect
his/her accumulation of vacation and sick leave for the pay period.
Section 18.9: Sick Leave Bank. (A) Each Employee shall contribute one (1) day per
year to a sick bank to be deducted from the employee's accrual on January 1 of each year
of this contract. The Employer will contribute an amount of days equal to the total
employee's contribution. An employee unable to contribute cannot participate. Effective
January 1, 1999, employee and Employer contributions to the combined Sick Leave Banks
will be suspended until such time as the balance of hours in the combined sick leave
banks is less than fifty thousand (50,000)hours. Should the combined balance drop below
fifty thousand (50,000) hours, employee and Employer contributions would resume on
the following January 1st date. New employees hired after (date of contract) will make an
initial contribution of one day following completion of thirteen full pay periods and one
(1) day each on January 1st of the following two (2)years. (b) There will be a return of one
(1) sick day to all employees who contributed one (1) day on January I, 1999. (B) After
individual sick leave accruals have been exhausted, and vacation accruals at the employee's
option, the employee may request sick leave from the bank for the employee's personal
illness. (C) The President of the Cattaraugus County Employee Unit of the Civil Service
Employee's Association or his or her designee and the Personnel Director shall approve
or disapprove all requests for the use of sick leave bank pursuant to these rules. If these
parties disagree, the request shall be submitted to the County Operations Committee of
the Cattaraugus County Legislature for determination. Such requests shall not be
unreasonably denied. (D) If the request is approved, the employee may be granted sick
leave for a maximum period equal to the amount of accumulated sick leave on the date in
which the employee's illness or disability began. While using time from the sick leave
bank, the employee will be paid at a rate equal to their regular rate of pay. While the
employee is using time from the sick leave bank, he/she shall not be eligible to earn any
benefit time. (E) Accumulated days in the bank shall accrue from year to year.
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Section 18.10a: Catastrophic Leave Program. Eligibility to Receive Donated Credits.
In order to be eligible to receive donated credits, an employee must have completed at
least one cumulative year of service, must be absent due to a non-occupational personal
illness or disability for which medical documentation satisfactory to management is
submitted as required, must have exhausted all leave credits and must be expected to be
absent for at least two biweekly payroll periods following exhaustion of leave credits.
The employee must have no disciplinary actions resulting in a penalty of more than a (5)
five-day unpaid suspension during the last year prior to the application for catastrophic
leave. An employee using donated leave credits is treated as an employee on unpaid
leave. Receiving donated credits does not entitle an employee to extend their employment
beyond the point it would otherwise end by law or rule (for example, layoff or termination,
including that pursuant to Civil Service Law Section 73).
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Section 18.10b: Eligibility to Earn Accruals. Employees absent while charging donated
leave credits pursuant to this Section shall not earn vacation and sick leave, shall not be
granted personal leave and shall not be eligible to observe holidays.
Section 18.10c: Medical Documentation. Before absence for personal illness may be
charged against donated leave credits, the Employer may require such proof of illness as
may be satisfactory to it, or may require the employee to be examined, at the expense of
the department or agency, by a physician designated by the Employer. In the event of
failure to submit proof of illness upon request, or in the event that, upon such proof as is
submitted or upon the report of medical examination, the appointing authority finds that
there is not satisfactory evidence of illness sufficient to justify the employee's absence
frQm the performance of his/her duties, such absence may be considered as unauthorized
leave and shall not be charged against donated leave credits.
Section 18.10d: Donation of Credits. Vacation and personal leave credits may be
donated by employees who are subject to this Section and are employed in the same agency
or facility as the intended recipient employee, provided, however, the Union may, in
individual cases, authorize donations to an employee in another agency. Donations can
only be made in full day units (seven or eight hours). Donations shall be given a dollar
value based on the hourly rate of the donor. The identity of the donors will be kept in
confidence.
Section 18.10e: Limits on Donation of Credits. Such donations shall not cause the
donor employee to have fewer than seven (7) days of vacation standing to his/her credit
upon making such donation. Employees may not donate vacation credits which would
otherwise be forfeited.
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Section 18.10f: Employer's Role. The Employer shall maintain the Donor's Fund, but
shall not solicit donations. The program is not subject to the Grievance Procedure. The
CSEA President shall be notified of all requests for catastrophic leave.;-
Section 18.10g: Sunset Clause. This program of leave donations will continue for the
duration of the contract.
Section 18.11: Sick Leave Incentive. Employees with one day or less of absences in a
year, shall be paid in January of the succeeding years as follows:
Sick Leave Usage
o Days
1 Day
Incentive Payment
$125.00
$ 75.00
Absences for bereavement purposes shall not be considered absences for the purpose
of this section.
ARTICLE 19
Personal Leave Days
Section 19.1: An employee will earn one personal leave day for each quarter of the
year. The day earned will be credited to the employee's personal leave account on January
1, Apri11, July 1, and October 1.
Section 19.2: Employees may accumulate up to four (4) personal leave days. Any
personal leave accumulated in excess of four (4) days will be credited to the employee's
accumulated sick leave.
Section 19.3: One (1) hour notice and approval of the Department Head, except in
cases of emergency, will be necessary in order to use this personal leave. This leave must
be taken in no less than one-hour (1) units. .
Section 19.4: Probationary employees shall accrue two (2) personal leave days during
their six month probationary period. They shall not be eligible to use these days until
they complete their probationary period. Thereafter, they will be awarded personal leave
days subject to Section 1 of this Article.
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ARTICLE 20
Bereavement Leave
Section 20.1: In the event of death in the immediate family, each employee shall be
granted three scheduled working days off with pay, per death.
The immediate family, referred to herein, shall consist of mother, father, current mother-
in-law, current father-in-law, current spouse, children, daughter-in-law, son-in-law, sister,
brother, grandparents, grandchildren, grandparents-in-Iaw, current brother-in-law, current
sister-in-law, and any step-relationship of the employee among those listed above. Also,
any relative residing with the employee at the time of death.
Employees will be allowed one (1) day with pay for any other relative which will be
deducted from the employee's accumulated sick leave, without being counted as sick leave
for the purpose of the sick leave incentive payment.
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ARTICLE 21
Family and Medical Leaves
Section 21.1: Extended Unpaid Leave for One's Own Illness. Where an employee has
been on sick leave for his /her own illness and has exhausted all accrued sick leave and
vacation credits, the employee may request extended unpaid leave pursuant to the
following criteria:
(1) exhaust all leave credits;
(2) request a leave and furnish a physician's certificate stating the employee is under
medical care and is unable to work;
(3) request the Department Head to submit a letter urging either the approval or
disapproval of the application to the County Operations Committee;
(4) approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Criteria (2) and (3) above must be fulfilled before an employee has been absent on
unauthorized leave for more than five (5) consecutive working days, except in extraordinary
circumstances.
Such unpaid sick leave will be for the employee only.
An employee is eligible for an unpaid sick leave of absence for up to six (6) months.
An extension of another six (6) months is possible if approved by the County Operations
Committee. The Employer shall continue to pay its share of Health Insurance Coverage
while the employee is on an unpaid sick leave of absence. The employee will not accumulate
sick or vacation leave or other paid leave during this period.
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Section 21.2: Maternity Leave for Employees. An employee may use sick leave benefits
to cover time lost from duties because of pregnancy as provided in Article 18 of this
Agreement. If the employee suffers a pregnancy related disability and has exhausted all
accrued sick leave and vacation credits, she is eligible to apply for unpaid leave pursuant
to Section 1 of this Article.
;
Section 21.3: Extended Family Leave for Child-Rearing Purposes. An employee may
apply for an extension of the twelve (12) week leave granted pursuant to the Federal
Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) for child-rearing purposes. Such extended leave
may be granted if employees request the Department Head to submit a letter urging either
approval or disapproval of the application to the County Operations Committee.
Employees on extended child-rearing leave according to this section will not accumulate
any paid leave credits. The Employer will not pay any health insurance premiums while
the employee is on this leave. Employees shall be eligible to participate in the health
insurance programs by making arrangements with the Office of the Risk Manager to pay
their own premiums.
Section 21.4: Other Family and Medical Leaves. A unit member with at least one year
of service is eligible for a leave of absence not to exceed twelve weeks each calendar year
for the birth of a son or daughter, and to care for the newborn child; for placement of a
child for adoption or foster care; or where the employee is needed to care for a spouse,
son, daughter, or parent, if such spouse, son, daughter, or parent has a serious health
condition. Where medically necessary, an employee may take leave intermittently (a few
days or hours at a time) to care for an immediate family member with a serious health
condition. Prompt notice of the necessity of the leave must be provided to the Employer
along with any medical documentation which may be requested. An employee will utilize
leave credits otherwise available under this Agreement, while on such leave, provided,
however, he/ she may retain up to ten (10)vacation days. The Employer provides payment
of its share of Health Insurance Coverage, not to exceed twelve weeks, for these other
specified Family and Medical Leaves.
ARTICLE 22
Educational Leave
Section 22.1: An employee who desires to engage in a course of study intended to
increase his/her usefulness to the Employer's service or for any other reason considered
beneficial to the service, may upon recommendation of the appointing authority and the
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approval of the County Operations Committee, be granted a leave of absence without pay
for a period not to exceed two years. Upon the expiration of the educational leave, the
employee shall be reinstated to the position which he/she occupied at the time the leave
was granted. ,
ARTICLE 23
Prohibition on Leaves
Section 23.1: A leave of absence shall not be granted to an employee to accept outside
employment.
ARTICLE 24
Military Leave
Section 24.1: Permanent employees who are called for military training or service
shall be granted a leave of absence from their positions during the actual duration of such
activities. During periods of such leave, sick and vacation leave shall accrue as though
employees were actually employed. Upon the termination of military leave by honorable
discharge, an employee shall have the right to return to his position in accordance with
Military Law, without demotion or loss of standing, provided such position still exists
and he is physically and mentally able to perform the work. Time allowed for military
leave shall be reported by each appointing authority to the Personnel Director.
ARTICLE 25
Jury Duty and Court Appearances
Section 25.1: An employee called to jury service, or subpoenaed as a witness in Court
in an action to which he / she is not a part, shall be granted a leave of absence in order to
fulfill the obligation and shall be paid the regular rate of pay for time lost because of such
service. Where an employee is assigned to the second shift, as defined in Article 11, Section
8, of this agreement, he/ she shall be excuse~ from and granted leave the first four hours
of work of his/her regular scheduled shift on the day where he/she has been called for
jury duty. An employee assigned to the third shift shall be excused and granted leave for
the last four hours of his /her regularly scheduled shift on a day summoned for jury service.
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Section 25.2: If an employee assigned to the second or third shift is selected to serve as
a trial juror, such employee shall be excused from work and granted paid jury leave to
prevent loss of pay for each day assigned to such trial.
Employees must give prompt notification to the Employer upon learning of their
obligations in order to qualify for this benefit.
ARTICLE 26
Civil Service Examinations
Section 26.1: Employees shall be allowed time off without loss of pay to take County
Civil Service examinations. The Employer will pay any examination fee on behalf of a
unit member participating in a departmental or interdepartmental promotion examination.
No such fee shall be payable for participation in an open-competitive examination.
ARTICLE 27
Insurance
Section 27.1a: The Health Insurance Plan. The Employer shall provide a Health
Insurance Plan which shall be the only plan available. Effective April 1, 1999,the employee
desiring family coverage will pay $15 per pay period and employees desiring single
coverage will pay $11 per pay period towards the cost of the plan.
New employees must wait until the first of the month following ninety (90) days from
the date of hire. An employee or his/her spouse shall not be eligible for double health
insurance coverage under the County's plan. If both husband and wife are employed by
the County, then they shall be eligible for only one (1) coverage policy.
Section 27.2. Health Insurance Buyout. Employees who wish to opt out of the plan
must do so no later than the open period. The present plan provides for an open period
between the 1st and 25th days of March and requires employees to give notice and waiver
to the Risk Management Department before or during such period.
The notice must be submitted on the "Health Insurance Waiver", a copy of which is
included as Appendix B of this agreement.
In return for opting out, the employee shall receive payment following each six (6)
months as a nonparticipant from the date the employee would have otherwise been eligible
for coverage in the County Health Insurance Plan.
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Single Family
Following
1st payment October l' $375 $750
Following
2nd payment April 1 $375 $750
To be entitled to the payment referenced above, the employee must produce proof of
health insurance coverage from another source at the time of application.
Anew hire who produces proof of health insurance coverage and files a health insurance
waiver form shall be eligible for a payment as provided above for each six (6) months
following October 1 and April 1 as a non-participant. An existing employee who is not
participating in the health insurance plan or the buyout shall be entitled to participate in
the health insurance plan or the buyout by submitting a membership application or the
health insurance waiver form during the open period.
Re-entry shall be governed by the rules of the health insurance plan(s) provided for in
this agreement. Where an employee has waived participation in the County Health
Insurance Plan and health insurance coverage from another source becomes unavailable
because of the death of a spouse, divorce, layoff, plant closing, or other such reason beyond
the employee's control, the employee and his/her dependents will be eligible to be
reinstated in the County Health Insurance Plan. Written notice must be provided to the
Risk Management Department by the employee within thirty (30) days of the event which
qualifies such employee for re-entry into the plan. Thereafter, re-entry into the Employer's
plan shall be accomplished as soon as possible.
Section 27.3: Health Insurance Upon Retirement. Effective July 1, 1977, the Employer
shall continue to pay individual and family coverage for the employee with ten years of
seniority upon his /her retirement under the New York State Retirement System until such
employee dies. This coverage shall be subject to the Agreement applicable at the time of
retirement. Employees hired after March 9, 1977, shall be required to possess 15 years of
seniority to qualify for this benefit. Employees hired after November 9, 1995, shall be
required to possess 20 years of seniority to qualify for this benefit. The employee's
contribution rate during retirement will be the amount shown in the Agreement, as in
effect for the year in which retirement occurs. When a retiree has reached sixty-five (65)
years of age, and is eligible for Medicare, he/she is obligated to apply for Medicare Parts
A & B. The cost of the Medicare Part B premium, shall be borne by the retiree. The
Cattaraugus County Health Care Plan will become secondary to Medicare coverage.
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Section 27.4: Dental Insurance. The Employer will provide dental insurance under
Group Health, Inc. This 1000/0basic coverage will be applicable for employees only and
will be known as "Spectrum 2000, 100% Basic-No Prosthetics". The premium for this
coverage will be paid by the Employer.
Section 27.5: Health Care Cost Containment and the Health Insurance Committee.
The parties acknowledge their firm mutual commitment to long range goals of health care
cost containment. To this end, the parties agree that a Health Insurance Committee shall
be continued, and shall be made up of four members appointed by the County Legislature
and four members appointed by CSEA's Unit Presidents on behalf of its three County
Bargaining Units. This committee will be charged with the following:
(1) reviewing the current Health Insurance Plan for any possible savings in premiums;
(2) investigating alternative coverage and/or carriers for possible savings;
(3) reviewing and investigating the concept of self-insurance for the County. These
investigations shall include, but are not limited to funding, reserves, benefits,
administrative providers, managed care, et cetra.
ARTICLE 28
Retirement
Section 28.1: The Employer shall provide the "Improved 25 -Year Career Plan," Section
75 (i) of the New York State Retirement System along with the "Accumulated Sick Leave
Rider," Section 41 (j), the $20,000 Death Benefit Rider, Section 60 (b), and the corresponding
Social Security Benefits.
ARTICLE 29
Workers' Compensation
Section 29.1: The Employer shall continue to provide Workers' Compensation Insurance
for all personnel. An employee injured while on duty is herewith required to file an accident
report with his/her Department Head within three (3) days. Proper forms are available in
the office of the heads of the departments.
All employees, while under workers' compensation benefits, may elect to take sick
leave, vacation, holiday and/or personal time up to the amount accumulated by the
:individual in lieu of any compensation benefits due him orher.
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When the Employer is reimbursed by the Workers' Compensation Insurance carrier
for remunerating employees under the sick leave provisions of the Agreement, the
employee will receive credit for loss in sick leave. This credit for sick leave will be computed
to the nearest day by dividing the reimbursement from the Workers' Compensation
Insurance carrier by the employee's daily rate of compensation.
Section 29.2: If an employee is hurt while on the job, he/she shall be allowed to go to
his/her doctor and/ or hospital for treatment without loss of payor leave of absence such
as sick time for the day injured.
Section 29.3: An employee shall be allowed to attend Workers' Compensation hearings
without suffering a loss of leave time or pay.
ARTICLE 30
Salary Rules
Section 30.1: Increments. Salary increments are not mandatory. Each employee shall
be entitled to one meritorious increment per year up to a maximum for the position,
provided that the increment is recommended by the Department Head.
Employees appointed either originally or through promotion prior to July 1, shall be
eligible to receive a meritorious increment on January 1. Employees appointed after July
1, and prior to January 1, will be eligible to receive a meritorious increment July 1.
An employee who is not awarded a meritorious increment on the date eligible, will be
eligible to be recommended six months after he/she has been denied the increment, if
his/her work performance has improved sufficiently to warrant recommendation. An
employee may appeal the denial of a meritorious increment through the Grievance
Procedure beginning at the second stage.
No employee shall receive more than one (1) meritorious increment in any twelve-
month period.
Section 30.2: Promotion. If an employee receives a promotion to a position within a
title in the unit, such employee shall be placed on a step which provides him/her with a
pay increase the value of which shall be at least the value of a full incremental step in the
grade to which the employee is promoted.
Section 30.3: Job Classification. A form shall be available to all employees who wish
to appeal the job classification their position is assigned to. The form should be submitted
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to the Civil Service Commission. After review, the Civil Service Commission will inform
the employee of their decision.
Section 30.4: Salary Review. Employees who wish to appeal the assignment of their
salary to a specific salary grade, shall notify the Union and any adjustment in salary grade
shall be subject to mutual agreement between the Union and the Employer.
Section 30.5: Employee Evaluation. The Employer shall have the right to compile and
keep an employee's evaluation form.
Each employee will be given an opportunity to attach written comments to his/her
evaluation. Each evaluation form must be signed by the employee before the final review
by the Department Head. This signature indicates only that the employee has been given
an opportunity to comment on its contents.
This employee evaluation may be appealed through the Grievance Procedure.
Section 30.6: Other Sources of Income. In no case shall a full-time employee receive
compensation for services from another County department without the written approval
of the County Administrator.
ARTICLE 31
Overtime
Section 31.1: Overtime Distribution. Overtime shall be distributed equally to all
employees in each department by location, function, or current practice. If an employee
in line for overtime refuses or is unavailable to work that overtime, then such unavailability
or refusal will be counted as his or her turn of overtime in the rotation of employees.
Employees may elect to sign a form stipulating that they waive their rights to voluntary
overtime. This stipulation may be withdrawn by the employee by giving the Department
Head five (5) working days' notice in writing.
Section 31.2: Curtailment. The Employer shall not curtail the regular shift or regular
work week of an employee to prevent paying overtime unless the individual employee
and the Employer mutually agree.
Section 31.3: Rate. All hours worked over eight (8) in a day or forty (40) hours per
week shall be paid at a rate of time and one-half (11/2) for all employees.
The overtime rate shall be computed on the average hourly rate for the day worked on
which overtime is earned.
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All contractual paid leave benefits shall count as time worked in the computation of
overtime.
Section 31.4: Compensatory Time. a) The County shall allow each employee to
accrue up to 80 hours of compensatory time. Compensatory time shall be taken off upon
mutual agreement of the employee and the Department Head. All unused compensatory
time standing to the credit of the employee on December 31st of any year shall be paid to
the employee on the second pay day of January. b) Upon death, retirement, or other type
of separation from service, an employee or his/her estate shall be paid for all unused
compensatory time at the appropriate rate of pay.
ARTICLE 32
On Call
Section 32.1: Definition. Employees working on call will do so according to a schedule
established at least one week in advance by their Department Head. This schedule will
only be broken in emergencies or by mutual consent. Employees working on call assume
the responsibility for being near a telephone at all times and ready to answer a summons
to work.
Section 32.2: Compensation. On-call employees will be compensated for each day on
call in the following manner:
1.) One and one-half (1 1/2) hours at their regular straight time rate for service
commencing on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday.
2.) Three (3) hours at their regular straight time rate for service commencing on
Saturday, Sunday, and a holiday as defined in this Agreement.
Time earned in this manner shall not count as time worked for the computation of
overtime.
Section 32.3: Recall. On-call employees will only be compensated under the recall
provision when a call requires them to go on active duty. On-call employees will not
receive recall pay for answering the telephone and reassigning the case.
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ARTICLE 33
Discipline and Discharge
Section 33.1. Exclusive Procedure. An employee covered by this agreement who has
successfully completed his/her probationary period in the position, and is eligible for
coverage under Sections 75 and 76 of the Civil Service Law, shall utilize this procedure for
disciplinary and discharge matters in lieu and in place of the procedures specified in
Sections 75, 76, and 77 of the Civil Service Law. An employee not eligible for coverage
pursuant to Civil Service Law Section 75 shall, nonetheless, be granted the coverage of
this Article upon the completion of eighteen (18)months of permanent continuous service.
Section 33.2. Notice. Disciplinary action shall include, but is not limited to written
reprimands, suspension, demotion, discharge, fines, or any combination thereof or other
such penalties as may be imposed by the Employer. A notice of such discipline shall be
made in writing and served upon the employee with a copy to the CSEA Labor Relations
Specialist and the County Personnel Director. The specific acts for which discipline is
being imposed and the penalty shall be specified in the notice. Service of the notice of
discipline shall be made by personal service, if possible, and if such service cannot be
effectuated by personal service, it shall be made by registered or certified mail, return
receipt requested. The time limits for presenting a grievance as defined in this article will
commence at the time of receipt of the notice of discipline by the employee.
Section 33.3. Grievance and Arbitration. If the employee disagrees with the disciplinary
action imposed, the employee and/ or CSEA may submit a grievance at the Step 2 level of
the Grievance Procedure as specified in Article 34 of this Agreement. Failure to submit a .
grievance within ten (10)days of receipt of the notice of discipline will constitute acceptance
of the imposed penalty by the employee and the CSEA and the matter will be settled in its
entirety. Subject to a mutual written agreement between the CSEA and the County
Personnel Director, the time limit herein-above specified may be extended.
Section 33.4. Right to Representation. An employee shall have the right to be
represented in disciplinary matters, including at the questioning of an employee where it
appears that such employee is a likely or potential subject of disciplinary action. If the
employee is unable to obtain representation within a reasonable period of time, the
Employer has the right to then question the employee without Union representation.
Nothing contained herein shall be construed as limiting the right of an employee to
informally resolve the disciplinary matter by settlement with the Department Head and
the employee may waive his/her rights to the procedure as outlined herein. Any settlement
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agreed upon between the parties shall be reduced to writing and shall be final and binding
upon all parties.
Section 33.5. Limitation. No disciplinary action shall be commenced by the County
more than eighteen (18) months after the occurrence of the alleged act(s) for which discipline
is being considered, provided however, that such time limitation shall not apply where
the act(s) would, if proved in a court of appropriate jurisdiction, constitute a crime.
ARTICLE 34
Grievance Procedures
DECLARATION OF BASIC PRINCIPLES
Every employee shall have the right to present his/her grievance in accordance with
the procedures provided herein, free from interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination
or reprisal, and shall have the right to be represented by a person of his /her own choosing
at all stages of the Grievance Procedure.
Section 34.1: Definitions. As herein used, the following terms shall have the following
meaning:
a) "Employee" shall mean any member of the Bargaining Unit.
b) "Grievance" shall mean any claimed violation, misinterpretation, or inequitable
application of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, existing laws, rules,
procedures, regulations, administrative orders or work rules of the Employer.
c) "Department" shall mean any office, department, board, commission, or other
agency of the government of the County.
d) "Immediate Supervisor" shall mean the employee or officer on the next higher
level of authority above the employee in the department wherein the grievance
exists and who normally assigns and supervises the employee's work and
approves his/her time records and evaluates his/her work performance.
e) "Department Head" shall mean that person so designated pursuant to charter,
local law, administrative code, rules, or resolution of the County Legislature as
the head of a department, or the person designated by such department head to
answer the grievance.
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f) /lDecision" shall mean the ruling, determination, or report of disposition made
by an immediate supervisor, department head, or arbitrator after a grievance is
heard or submitted as in this Article provided.
g) /lDays" shall mean all days other than Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays.
Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays shall be excluded in computing the number
of days within which action must be taken or notice given within the terms of this
Article. Pass days in the Division of Nursing Homes shall not be excluded.
Section 34.2: Grievance Steps.
Step 1: Department Head. If an employee has a grievance, it shall be presented to the
Department Head, in writing, within thirty (30) calendar days after the occurrence of the
event or matter which resulted in the grievance. The Department Head shall then answer
the grievance in writing within fifteen (15) working days.
Step 2: Personnel Director. If the Grievant is still dissatisfied after the Step 1 answer is
issued, then the Union or the Grievant may appeal the Department Head's Decision by
filing the grievance with the County Personnel Director, within ten (10) days of the day on
which the Union received the Department Head's 1st Step Answer.. The Personnel Direc-
tor or a Hearing Officer designated by him/her, shall schedule a hearing, or hold a confer-
ence to determine the facts and arguments, within ten (10) days of the receipt of a request
for a Step 2 review. The Hearing Officer shall then render a written Decision within fif-
teen (15) working days. If the Union and the Employer mutually agree, a second step
hearing may be waived in a disciplinary grievance, and the Union may then proceed
directly to Arbitration, pursuant to Step 3 of this Section.
Step 3: Arbitration. Following the issuance of the Step 2 Decision, the Union may
choose to further pursue the issue to arbitration. If the Union decides to file for arbitration,
it must do so not less than twenty (20) days after the second step Decision is issued.
If the parties are unable to mutually agree on the selection of an arbitrator within three
(3) days of the demand for arbitration, then the Union shall request from the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Agency, a listings of seven (7) names to be submitted to both
parties to the dispute. The parties shall select an arbitrator to hear a case by alternately
striking the names from the panel until one name remains. The remaining arbitrator shall
be the arbitrator in the dispute. Each party to the dispute shall be allowed to request a
second list, should the initial list be unsatisfactory to either party.
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Section 34.3a: Additional Provisions. All cost and expenses incurred by the arbitrator
will be borne equally by the two parties. The fees and expenses of the arbitrator and the
costs of the hearing rooms shall be shared equally by the Employer and the Union. All
other expenses shall be borne by the party in~urring them. Neither party shall be
responsible for the other party's share of the divided costs nor of the expenses of witnesses
or participants called by the other party.
Section 34.3b: No arbitrator shall decide more than one (1) grievance at the same hearing
or series of hearings, except by mutual agreement of the parties.
Section 34.3c: The arbitrator shall have no power to amend, modify, or delete any
provisions of this Agreement.
Section 34.3d: Employees required to testify, grievant(s), and grievance representatives
will be allowed to attend said hearings with no IQss in pay.
Section 34.3e: The decision of the arbitrator shall be final.
Waivers or Extension of Time
The time limitation for the presentation and resolution of grievances as hereinabove
fixed may be waived or extended by mutual agreement of the parties involved. If the
parties have not agreed to an extension of the time limits for the resolution of a particular
grievance, and the Employer exceeds the time limits set out in this Article, then the Union's
Labor Relations Specialist, or Attorney, may move the grievance to the next step of the
procedure by giving the Personnel Director, Unit President, and Grievant written notice
of such.
ARTICLE 35
Compensation
Section 35.1: Salary Plan. Employees covered by this agreement shall be paid pursuant
to the Salary Plan attached as an /IAppendix" hereto.
Section 35.2: Wages. All employees covered under this Agreement will have their
wages and salaries increased as follows:
1999 Effective January 1, 1999, a 3% increase in the rates in effect on Decem-
ber 31, 1998, plus increment if due.
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2001
Effective January 1,2000, a $.40per hour increase in the rates in effect on
December 31, 1999, plus increment if due.
Effective January 1, 2001, a 3% increase in the rates in effect on Decem-
ber 31, 2000, plus increment if due.
Effective January 1,2002, a $.45 per hour increase in the rates in effect on
December 31, 2001, plus increment if due.
2000
4
2002
Section 35.3: Recall. Any employee recalled to work shall be guaranteed four (4)
hours minimum pay with time and one-half (11/2) after eight (8) hours per day or forty
(40) hours per week.
Section 35.4: Shift Differential. A shift differential of $.20 per hour shall be granted
for the second shift and a shift differential of $.25 per hour or a salary equivalency shall be
granted for the third shift. For the purposes of this Section, the second shift is described as
when the majority of the regular working hours are after 3:00 p.m. and before 11:00p.m.,
and the third shift is described as when the majority of the regular working hours are after
11:00p.m. and before 8:00 a.m. Effective January 1, 2000, both the second and third shifts
will be increased by $.05 per hour. Effective January 1, 2002, both the second and third
shifts will be increase by $.05 per hour.
Section 35.5: Mileage Reimbursement. The mileage rate utilized for reimbursement of
necessary business travel will be the rate established by the Federal Internal Revenue
Service. An individual employee who reaches 15,000 miles, or such number of miles as
may hereafter be established by the IRS,so, that a portion of the rate would then be regarded
as additional income, may provide that his/her reimbursement rate be reduced by
contacting the Office of the County Treasurer.
Section 35.6: Longevity Increments. The County agrees to pay longevity increments
as follows:
Effective on January 1st of the year in which an employee will attain ten
(10) years of service, the employee shall receive $20 for each year of service
with the County or its hourly equivalent up to and including 30 years of
service.
10 year's service - $200
11 year's service - $220, etc.
Hourly employees shall receive 1 cent per hour beginning at 10 cents per
hour for ten (10) year's service.
i.e.
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i.e. 10 year's service -10 cents
11year's service - 11 cents, etc.
Section 35.7: Work in Higher Classification. If an employee is assigned by management
and performs work in a classification which is in a grade higher than his or her own for a
consecutive period of three (3)working days or more, he or she shall be paid at the rate for
the higher grade for all time worked in such classification.
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Section 35.8: Rate of Pay. The rate of pay prescribed shall be deemed to include pay
in every form but shall not include pay for the use of equipment supplied by the employee,
or reimbursement for actual and necessary expenses authorized and incurred incidental
to the employment.
Section 35.9a: Special Provisions for Public Health Nurses. Prescheduled Visits: All
scheduled nursing visits for Public Health Nurses and Registered Nurses in Public Health
on other than regular work days shall be compensated at the rate of the four (4) hour
minimum.
Section 35.9b: Special Holiday Rate for Public Health Nurses. A Public Health Nurse
who is required to work on a holiday as provided in Article 16 of the Agreement, shall be
compensated at the rate of time and one-half (11/2) for all hours worked. Overtime shall
be paid or credited as compensatory time as provided in Article 31.
Section 35.9c: Saturday or Sunday Work. Public Health Nurses and Registered Nurses
in the Health Department who are scheduled to work on a Saturday and/or Sunday as
part of their regularly scheduled work days shall be paid at the time and one-half rate.
Section 35.10: Deferred Compensation. The County Legislature in conjunction with
CSEA Local 805 has established a tax shelter annuity plan with PEBSCO, Public Employees
Benefit Services Corporation. The plan offers both a Group Fixed Retirement Contract
and a Group Flexible Fund Retirement Contract as an investment option to County
employees. Contributions to the plan are made by payroll deduction within the amounts
dictated by the contract.
Section 35.11: Tuition Reimbursement. Subject to the recommendation of the
Department Head and with prior approval of the County Personnel Director, employees
may receive tuition reimbursement for course work or work-related training taken outside
of normal working hours. Courses must be taken at an educational institution which is
approved or accredited by the New York State Department of Education.
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If approval is granted for such course(s), the employee will be eligible for a maximum
reimbursement which shall not exceed 50% of the actual tuition cost to the employee, to a
maximum of $600 paid out in any calendar year. Actual reimbursement shall be contingent
upon the following:
Section 35.11a: The employee must submit documentation of the tuition cost paid by
him/her for the course and proof that the course was successfully completed.
Section 35.11b: The employee must still be employed by the Employer at the time the
course is completed.
In rendering determinations pursuant to this section, the Personnel Director shall take
into consideration such factors as the relevancy of course work to an employees' present
or anticipated duties, benefits to accomplishing or improving the Employer's delivery of
services, availability of appropriations, etc. The approval or disapproval of the County
Personnel Director shall be final and binding and no appeal to the grievance procedure is
permitted. However, upon written request, an employee would be provided a written
reason for disapproval.
Section 35.12: Meal Reimbursement. Noon day meals will be reimbursed by the County
of Cattaraugus at the rates heretofore established as follows:
Section 35.12a: Business Meetings. At business meetings where a meal is served.
Section 35.12b: Out of County. All" out-of-County business" which requires or
necessitates the eating of a'meal, either because of a business meeting or because business
was continued through the meal time and a meal is eaten thereafter. Such meals shall be
reimbursed at the actual, reasonable cost, as documented by a receipt.
Section 35.12c: In County In County, where an employee is necessitated to leave his or
her office prior to 11:00 AM and does not return to his or her office location because of
business prior to 2:00 PM, will be reimbursed up to the maximum allowed for a meal
eaten during this time period. No reimbursement will be allowed for any employee who
falls within the time frame above desc~ibed if that employee eats a meal during that time
at his usual or customary office area or is not inconvenienced by the work assignment.
The current in-County meal allowances are:
Breakfast .............
Lunch. ............
Dinner ...............
$ 5.00
$ 5.00
$15.00
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Section 35.13: Training. Employees shall be compensated for travel time in accordance
with the Fair Labor Standards Act provisions, plus reimbursement for necessary expenses,
including mileage, tolls, parking, meals and overnight accommodations.
Section 35.14: Employee Assistance Program. Effective July 1, 1999, the County will
provide, at no cost to the employee, an Employee Assistarice Program. Employee Services,
Inc. will be the administrator of such Plan. The Plan will be the Basic Plan A. The Plan
provides covered employees, immediate family members, and any other person residing
in the same household, three (3) counseling sessions with an Employee Services network
counselor for each unrelated family problem per agreement year. To access program
services, covered clients must contact an Employee Services case manager by calling the
published toll-free telephone number. Covered clients that require a referral to the
Employee Services counselor network are provided two (2) initial counseling sessions to
perform a clinical diagnostic evaluation, development of a treatment plan and referral to
another provider if a specific clinical discipline is required. A third counseling session
will be granted without restriction at the request of the Employee Services network
counselor or covered client.
Section 35.15: Contingent Reopener. The parties agree that if the Employer agrees to
increases in annual wages with any other existing County bargaining Unit, which exceed
those provided in this Agreement, then the parties to this Agreement shall meet to negotiate
the subject of increases in wages. Sud1 negotiations will commence upon the Union's
request following execution of any such agreement(s) with any other County bargaining
Units.
ARTICLE 36
Vehicles
Section 36.1: The Employer shall have the right to cease supplying an Employer-
owned vehicle to an employee who drove less than five thousand (5,000) miles in the
preceding year on the Employer's business or who should reasonably be expected to
drive less than five thousand (5,000) miles in the subsequent year on the Employer's
business. The decision to withdraw will not be arbitrary or capricious and shall be subject
to the grievance procedure.
Section 36.2: Employees not permanently assigned an Employer's vehicle shall be
allowed to use their own vehicles for all long distance trips of less than 350 miles round
trip. On trips of over 350 miles, they may be assigned an Employer-owned vehicle at,the
discretion of the Employer.
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Section 36.3: During the month of January, the Employer shall decide whether to cease
providing an employee with a County vehicle or to begin supplying an employee with a
County vehicle. After that decision, the employee is required to provide a privately owned
vehicle if a County vehicle has been withdrawn, or the Employer shall supply a County
vehicle. Such a change in responsibility for providing business transportation shall be
implemented by the responsible party no later than March 1st and remain in force until
January of the succeeding year. Between March 1st and January, any change from use of a
privately owned vehicle to a County vehicle shall be for such periods as are mutually
agreed to between th~ Employer and the individual employee.
Section 36.4: When requested to by his Department Head, an employee taking a
vacation of more than five (5) days shall leave the Employer-owned vehicle assigned to
him/her at his/her headquarters.
Section 36.5: Effective January 1, 1977, the Employer shall not furnish a vehicle as a
term and condition of employment to new employees unless specifically provided for by
written agreement at the time of hire.
ARTICLE 37
Parking
The Employer shall continue to provide the same areas for parking that it now provides.
When additional areas are needed, negotiations will be held on the matter.
ARTICLE 38
Cellular Phones
Section 38.1: Cellular Phones. The County will continue to make cellular phones
available as necessary to perform duties as determined by the appropriate Department
Head and approved by the County Administrator, without impairment of any of the rights
regarding the management of its equipment as specified in Article 4 of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE 39
Pay for Service While Engaged in:
Firefighting, Emergency Ambulance Calls, and Fire Investigation Activities
Section 39.1. An employee who is a member of a volunteer fire department shall be
excused from work and shall not lose payor leave benefits under the following conditions:
Section 39.1a. Where he/she is in or near his/her district and hears an alarm in order
to report for a first response fire, emergency ambulance call or any disaster call out.
Section 39.1b. For a second response fire call where a call is made to the fire control
center of the Sheriff's and from there to the department in which the employee works.
Chiefs of volunteer fire departments within the County will be notified each year of these
provisions. Each Fire Chief will be responsible for providing to the County a list of the
members of his /her fire department who are county employees, specifying the department
in which each works. The County is not required to furnish any fireman transportation to
the scene of the fire or emergency.
Section 39.2. If an employee has responded to a fire or emergency ambulance call
while off duty and is so engaged at the time he/she is ordinarily required to report for
work, he/she may remain on duty as long as reasonable without loss of payor leave
benefits until discharged by his /her Fire Chief.
Section 39.3. An employee who is a member of the Fire Investigation Unit of the
Cattaraugus County Sheriff's Department, shall be permitted to engage in Fire Investigation
duties without loss of payor leave benefits under the following conditions:
Section 39.3a. Where the Sheriff or Unit Team Leader determines that such members'
presence is necessary and receives permission from the employee's Department Head, or
designee, to utilize the employee.
Section 39.3b. It shall be the member's responsibility, consistent with the circumstances
of a given case, to make such reasonable arrangements as are practicable to provide a
transition in the job duties with which they are then engaged prior to reporting for duty
with the Fire Investigation Unit.
Section 39.4. In order to receive pay pursuant to this Article, an employee must furnish
a statement froin his/her Fire Chief or the Sheriff, as the case may be, indicating time
necessarily devoted to firefighting, emergency ambulance calls or fire investigation duties.
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ARTICLE 40
Personal Property Policy
Section 40.1: Personal Property Policy. The Employer shall be responsible for the
replacement or payment of personal property, excluding clothing, which is damaged or
destroyed as a result of carrying out his or her responsibilities while on the job, up to fifty
dollars ($50) per incident and one hundred twenty-five dollars ($125)maximum annually
per employee. Effective July I, 1999, the per incident will be raised to one hundred dollars
($100) and the maximum to two hundred fifty dollars ($250).
ARTICLE 41
lnservice Education I Training
Section 41.1: Both parties acknowledge the importance of inservice education/training.
Management shall encourage suggestions from bargaining unit members for topics for
inservice programs and when suggestions are received, take the necessary steps to
implement as many of the reasonable requests as management deems practical during
any fiscal year.
ARTICLE 42
No Strike I No Lockout Clause
Section 42.1: The Union affirms that it does not assert the right to strike against the
Employer, to assist or participate in any such strike, slow down, or demonstration,
interfering with the departmental operations, or to impose an obligation upon its members
to conduct, or to participate in, such a strike.
The Employer, its representatives and/or agents agree that they shall not lockout any
employee covered under this contract.
ARTICLE 43
Savings Clause
Section 43.1: The Employer and the Union acknowledge that during the negotiations
which resulted in this Agreement, each had the unlimited right and opportunity to make
proposals with respect to any subject or matter not removed by law from the area of
collective negotiations.
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Section 43.2: This Agreement constitutes the entire Agreement between the parties
and no verbal statement or other Agreement in whatever form except as an amendment to
this Agreement in writing annexed hereto and specifically designated as an amendment
to this Agreement, shall supersede or vary any of the provisions contained herein.
Section 43.3: If any Article or Section of this Agreement is found to be inoperative by
a court of competent jurisdiction or a federal or state law, the remaining Articles and Sections
shall remain in full force. The parties further agree to meet within 30 days to renegotiate
the negated clause.
ARTICLE 44
Term of Agreement
Section 44.1: This Agreement covers the period January I, 1999, to December 31, 2002.
ARTICLE 45
Indemnification Provision
Section 45.1: The County shall indemnify its employees as provided in Local Law 20-
1983, as maybe from time to time amended.
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ADDENDUM A
Department of Public Works
PURPOSE: The purpose of this addendum is to include items in the Agreement which
pertain uniquely and specifically to the Department of Public Works. Any items contained
in this addendum, which conflict with, abridge, enlarge, or otherwise alter items contained
in the main body of the Agreement, shall supersede those items as they pertain to employees
in the Department of Public Works.
Section Addendum A.l: Preposted Schedule. (Refuse Division) Employees of the Refuse
Division will be provided with a one-week preposted work schedule. The schedule will
be posted fourteen (14) days prior to the onset of the work week (Sunday).
Employees wishing to break the schedule on Saturdays shall notify their Department
Heads twenty-four (24) hours in advance and employees wishing to break the schedule
on Mondays shall notify their Department Heads not later than 1:00p.m. on the preceding
Saturday. This procedure shall govern the use of vacation time only with other leave
continuing according to present practice.
Section Addendum A.2. Equipment Differentials. Employees shall be paid an hourly
premium when assigned to operate equipment in accordance with the following:
A)
B)
C)
Heavy Equipment (any position classification) $1.00/hour.
Crane
Hydraulic Excavator
Self Propelled Snow Blower
Laborers - $.30/hour when operating:
Motorized Chip Spreader
Power Broom
Mowing Machine
Rollers
Shoulder Machine
Pavement Breaker
Stump Remover
Power Tamper
Chain Saw Work
Laborers - $1.00/ hour when operating
Articulating Loader and Backhoe
Grader
Bulldozer
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D) Occasional Work in Higher Classification of Commercial Driver:
On occasions when an employee in a lower graded classification is quali-
fied, assigned, and operates a truck or tractor requiring licensure as a Com-
mercial Driver - Class A or B, such employee shall be paid an additional
$1.00/hour.
Section Addendum A.3: Continuous Duty. An employee shall not be required to work
more than twelve (12) hours continuously per day unless he/she so wishes, except in
cases of extreme emergency.
Section Addendum A.4a: Clothing Allowance. Coveralls. The Employer agrees to
provide coverall service, limited to one set of work clothes per week for laundering, for all
mechanic maintenance personnel and welders.
Section Addendum A.4b: Clothing Allowance. Work Gloves. The Employer shall
provide the employee(s) so needing them, gloves. To receive a new pair, the employee
must turn in the old pair.
Section Addendum A.4c: Shoe Allowance. The Employer shall provide an annual
. allowance in the sum of seventy-five dollars ($75.00)to eligible employees to wear protec-
tive footwear. Protective footwear shall consist of leather style, steel-toed boots or work-
type shoes. Payment of the seventy-five dollars ($75.00) shall be in voucher form. The
Employer reserves the right to select the vendor(s) from which the employee shall pur-
chase footwear. The Employer shall notify employees in the month of January each year
as to the providing vendor for the year. Employees purchasing footwear shall be person-
ally liable for all costs in excess of seventy-five dollars ($75.00). Employees who voluntar-
ily accept this shoe allowance shall be required to wear the shoes.
Section Addendum A.5: Tool Allowance. An annual tool allowance of ninety dollars
($90.00) shall be granted to each employee classified as Welder assigned to the bridge
crew.
Section Addendum A.6: Friday Vacation. During the week in which a holiday occurs,
employees wishing to take a vacation day on Friday must secure the permission of the
Department Head before the start of the shift during which he/ she wishes to be absent.
Section Addendum A.7: Tool Allowance/Reimbursement. Employees classified as
Senior Automotive Mechanic, Automotive Mechanic, Automotive Mechanic (Diesel), Diesel
Mechanic/Driver, and Welder (assigned to the automotive shop) shall receive:
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Section Addendum A.7a: Twenty-five dollars (25.00) per month allowance for the
maintenance of tools utilized in the performance of their duties.
Section Addendum A.7b: Forty dollars ($40.00)per month allowance for the purpose
of purchasing tools needed to perform various tasks inherent in their job classification.
This allowance is separate from the amount specified in Addendum A, Section 7 (a). Any
purchases pursuant to Addendum A, Section 7(b), must be substantiated by a valid re-
ceipt of such purchase.
Section Addendum A.8: Winter Shifts Differential. When Public Works runs two (2)
shifts for winter snow and ice control, both shifts will receive a twenty-cent ($.20) per
hour shift differential effective July I, 1999.
Effective January 1,2000 The rate will be increased to twenty-five cents ($.25)
per hour.
Effective January I, 2001
Effective January 1,2002
The rate will be increased to thirty cents ($.30)per hour.
The rate will be increased to thirty-five cents ($.35) per
hour.
The winter shift differential is applied as a self-standing differential, not in addition to
the normal night shift differential. (Article 35.4)
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ADDENDUM B
Department of Nursing Homes
PURPOSE: The purpose of this addendum is to include items in the Agreement which
pertain uniquely and specifically to the Department of Nursing Homes. Any items con-
tained in this addendum which conflict with, abridge, enlarge, or otherwise alter items
contained in the main body of the Agreement, shall supersede those items as they pertain
to employees in the Department of Nursing Homes.
Section Addendum B.l: Health reassessments, production of licenses, registration or
certification and mandatory in-service training. An annual health reassessment, con-
ducted by a Registered Nurse, as required by the New York State Code of Rules and Regu-
lations, production of proof of current licensure, registration or certification and comple-
tion of mandatory in-service training are required qualifications for continued employ-
ment. Employees required to have annual health reassessments shall receive these at the
Employer's expense. Employees will be scheduled for health reassessments, while on
duty, at the facility they are assigned.
Section Addendum B.2a: Mandatory Overtime Assignments. Where a staff member is
unable to work their scheduled shift, he/she must notify the supervisor of such at the
earliest possible opportunity, but in no case, less than one (1) hour before the beginning of
the shift. Upon learning that a staff shortage will occur, the supervisor will contact call-in
personnel to avoid the necessity of a mandatory overtime assignment(s).
a) The next two (2) employees in line for a mandatory overtime assignment will be
promptly notified of the possibility of such assignment.
b) If call-in personnel cannot be obtained, and volunteers are unavailable, manda-
tory overtime assignment(s) will be made for the full succeeding shift or until
relieved.
c) An employee's name on the list for mandatory overtime, will be rotated to the
bottom of the assignment list if:
1) Such employee worked a voluntary overtime assignment.
2) An employee is contacted while off duty and agrees to report to work in
order to relieve a staff shortage.
3) An employee works the mandatory overtime assignment.
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4) Such employee refuses a mandatory overtime assignment.
5) Such employee declines an overtime assignment pursuant to paragraph D) 5.
Section Addendum B.2c: Relief From Mandatory Overtime Assignments. An em-
ployee assigned to mandatory overtime shall be relieved from duty in the following or-
der: The .first assigned or to volunteer shall be the first released, second assigned or
volunteering second, etc.; except an employee assigned in place of an apparent "no-call,
no-show" or tardy employee shall be released upon the arrival of such tardy employee.
Section Addendum B.2d: Exemptions From Mandatory Overtime.
1. An employee who will take a civil service examination, educational or licensure
examination, or whose attendance is required by subpoena or in a court of law,
shall be exempt from a conflicting overtime assignment on such a day; provid-
ing the employee has notified his/her supervisor of the commitment at the ear-
liest opportunity. The Employer may require documentation of the foregoing
personal commitments if abuse is suspected. An employee who is to attend the
wedding of a member of his/her immediate family and who provides their su-
pervisor written notice at least one month in advance shall be exempt from man-
datory overtime on the day of such wedding.
2. An employee already working overtime on his/her regular day off shall be ex-
empt from a mandatory overtime assignment.
3. No employee will be required to work more than eight (8) hours of overtime in a
twenty-four (24) hour period nor more than twenty-eight (28) hours of overtime
during a bi-weekly pay period.
4. a) Where an employee has verifiable documentation of a sudden personal ill-
ness or injury which rendered him/her unable to work, or of a sudden illness or
injury to the employee's spouse, children, foster children, or stepchildren resid-
ing in the employee's home, which necessitated the employee's attendance upon
such spouse or child, a refusal of a mandatory overtime assignment would be
removed from the employee's record.
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b) Where an employee presents medical documentation of the necessity of a post
shift medical appointment, which would constitute a clearly reasonable basis to
be excused from a mandatory overtime assignment, such employee may be ex-
cused from a mandatory overtime assignment on such basis.
5. One employee per title, on a shift, may decline one overtime assignment, which
would normally be mandatory in nature, for each 16 overtime assignments actu-
ally worked. For each declination of overtime, the 16 overtime credits will be
deleted. If more than one employee on a shift wishes to exercise a declination,
then only the employee who has worked the most number of overtime hours
according to the Employer's bi-weekly, year-to-date, overtime report shall be eli-
gible to decline.
Section Addendum B.3a: Vacations. Employees who receive promotions to new job
titles or who elect to change shifts after the vacation schedule is finalized March 1, may be
required to forfeit their right to vacation at the time specified on the finalized vacation
schedule. The Department of Nursing Homes will attempt to honor the previously sched-
uled vacation time unless there is a conflict which cannot be resolved. Employees will be
informed before they accept a promotion or are assigned to a different shift whether they
will have to forfeit their scheduled vacation time.
Section Addendum B.3b: Pay in Lieu of Vacation. Upon written request by an em-
ployee, subject to approval by the Department Head, employees may receive pay in lieu
of vacation time. Requests must be limited to no more than one-half of vacation accumu-
lations that may be earned in a calendar year. Reque~ts may be submitted only during the
months of January through August of each year and must be submitted at least 15 days
prior to the payroll date on which payment is sought. Only one request per employee per
year will be considered. Provided however, the foregoing limitation does not apply to
Nurse Aides and LPNs, who may receive pay in lieu of vacation for vacation accruals
standing to their credit during any pay period.
Section Addendum B.3c: Unscheduled Vacations. Employees of the Department of
Nursing Homes are not eligible for one-day emergency vacations, except as provided in
Section 7 (c).
Section Addendum B.3d: Holiday Season Vacations. Employees in the Department of
Nursing Homes, who are serving in classifications which provide continuous or extended
service or direct patient treatment, will not be scheduled off for any vacations from De-
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cember 15 until January 1, in order that as many of the staff as possible can be scheduled
off on one of the three holidays: Thanksgiving, Christmas, or New Years. However, em-
ployees involved in support of such direct patient treatment may be approved for un-
scheduled vacation during this period as provided in Article 17, Section 4, second para-
graph, if the Employer determines such approval is consistent with operational needs.
Time off for these three holidays shall be chosen by seniority by title. The administration
of the Department of Nursing Homes will make every effort to schedule as many employ-
ees as possible off on these holidays and to insure that every employee is scheduled off at
least one of these holidays.
Section Addendum B.4: Holidays. Employees shall be granted eleven (11)days in lieu
of holidays. Two holidays shall be credited on the first day of January. Employees hired
between August 1st and October 31st shall be credited with three (3) holidays. Newem-
ployees hired in the month of November shall be credited with two (2) holidays. New
employees hired in the month of December shall be credited with one (1) holiday. There-
after, one holiday shall be credited on the first day of each month February through Octo-
ber. The Employer may schedule an employee to use a holiday any day when one is
generally observed by the County. If an employee works on the day of a generally ob-
served holiday, he or she, in conjunction with the Employer, shall decide what day shall
be taken off in lieu of the holiday. If the employee is unable to take the day(s) off, then the
employee shall be paid for holidays, as standing to their credit on December 31 of each
year. Employees may also be compensated for holidays standing to their credit during
other payroll periods if such requests are approved by the Employer. Days scheduled as
holidays count as time worked in the computation of overtime. Employees receiving pay
for holidays instead of a day off are compensated at the straight-time rate. Clerical em-
ployees at the County Homes shall earn holidays in accordance with Article 16, and shall
not be subject to the provisions of this Addendum.
The Director shall declare County holidays, when the administrative offices shall be
closed. A clerical employee who does not have holiday leave standing to their credit on
such declared holiday may be approved for use of vacation or personal leave.
In the event two employees choose the same holiday, the employee making the first
choice shall receive the holiday, except where two employees choose the same holiday on
the same day (date of form), then seniority by title shall prevail.
Employees may only submit requests for paid days off in lieu of a holiday, for holidays
actually standing to their credit on the date a request is submitted.
Section Addendum B.5a: Sick Leave. Sick leave shall be taken in no less than one (1)
hour blocks.
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Section Addendum B.5b: If an employee shows a pattern of sick leave abuse, he/she
shall be placed on sick leave abuse status. During such status, the employee will be re-
quired to supply the Department Head with medical verification of any absence. Sick
leave abuse status shall last six (6) months.
Section Addendum B.5c:. Personal Illness: Employees in the Department of Nursing
Homes will report any signs or symptoms of personal illness to their supervisor immedi-
ately. Any employee found to have or suspected of having an infectious condition shall be
removed from duty and not returned to duty until the Employer's physician's approval is
given, which shall be supplied at County expense.
Section Addendum B.5d: Sick Leave Bank Requests: Each facility of the Nursing Home
shall have the Sick Leave Bank administered in accordance with Article 18, Section 9, of
this Agreement, except the Director of the Department, or his/her designee, and an em-
ployee designated by the Union President in each facility shall approve or disapprove
sick leave bank requests.
Section Addendum B.6a: Pay for Personal Leave. Where personal leave is requested
and granted pursuant to Article 19 of this Agreement, it may be approved in either hourly
units or one day units.
Section Addendum B.6b: If an employee's request for use of a personal leave day is
not approved, the employee may choose to be paid for that personal leave day in the
payroll for the period in which the disapproval occurred.
Section Addendum B.7: Posting of Schedules. The Department of Nursing Homes
issues all personnel a tentative work schedule fourteen (14) days in advance. Modifica-
tions may be made through mutual agreement between the employee and Employer be-
tween the first and seventh day after posting. Thereafter, no other changes may be made,
except as follows:
(a) Sick Leave, including family illness as specified in Article 18, Section 1.
(b) With the exception of sick or personal leave time, and this provision, no changes
can be made in the schedule.
(c) An employee who is absent because of illness, but has no accumulated sick leave
or personal leave, may use up to five (5) accumulated paid leave days per year
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from their vacation leave and/or holiday leave accruals to satisfy the schedule,
provided such use is substantiated by a physician's statement, which states the
nature and duration of the illness.
Section Addendum B.B: Charge Nurse Differential. Charge Nurses in all the Employer's
facilities on all shifts will receive an additional fifteen (15) cents per hour while working in
this assignment. They will receive this additional money whether they are a Registered
Nurse or a Licensed Practical Nurse.
Section Addendum B.9: Uniform Allowance. The County agrees that each employee
required to wear a uniform shall receive $75.00per year, effective July I, 1999 and $100 per
year, effective July 1,2001, to be paid in the first payroll period after July 1st of each year.
Employees shall not be entitled to payment until completion of their probationary period.
The Uniform Policies may be changed or modified upon the request of either party, sub-
ject to mutual agreement.
Section Addendum B.l0: Layoff and Recall in the Department of Nursing Homes.
Section Addendum B.l0A: Non-Competitive and Labor Class Employees. In the case
of job abolishment or reduction in force, the employee with the least seniority in the de-
partment in the classification where the abolishment or reduction in work force occurs,
shall be notified for layoff.
Section Addendum B.l0Al: Seniority Based Displacement Rights. A permanent em-
ployee who has completed his/her probationary period, and who is notified for layoff in
one classification, may exercise his/her seniority to displace another employee with less
seniority, when the more senior employee is qualified for appointment pursuant to Article
13, Section 2.B, and when the employee to be displaced is the least senior employee in a
lower rated classification, within the department.
An employee who is serving in a probationary term and who has a position formerly
held by him/her on a permanent basis being held open for him/her, has no displacement
rights from the position in which he/she is serving the probationary term until all other
permanent incumbents in the title in which the probationer is serving have exercised their
rights pursuant to this section. The probationer shall be entitled to exercise all retention
rights in the position he/she encumbers.
Section Addendum B.l0A2a: Reemployment List. An employee who is laid-off shall
have his/her name placed on the reemployment list for a period of three years from the
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date of layoff. Recall shall be made by reappointment or appointment from the reem-
ployment list on the basis of seniority. The appointment from the reemployment list of
an employee to a position in a lower grade than the one from which they were laid-off
shall not effect his/her eligibility for reappointment to the job classification from which
they were laid-off. While one's name is active on the reemployment list, such employee
shall be eligible to respond to job postings in other County Departments in accordance
with Article 13 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement.
Section Addendum B.10A2b: Eligibility for Appointment to Lower Rated Positions
During Layoff. Where a vacancy occurs during a period of layoff, and the Employer
decides to fill the position by making a full-time permanent appointment, a laid-off em-
ployee who could have otherwise secured an appointment to such vacancy in a lower
rated classification, by virtue of his /her layoff, shall have preference to appointment to
the vacancy, if otherwise qualified, in accordance with the criteria specified in Article 13,
Section 2. B.
Section Addendum B.10.A3: Reemployment Rights.
Section Addendum B.10A3a: Seniority Continued. The duration an employee spends
on a reemployment list counts as continuous service for purposes of seniority, but only
upon one's reemployment in a bargaining unit represented by the recognized employee
organization.
Section Addendum B.10A3b: Refusal or Failure to Accept Reemployment. The fail-
ure or refusal of a person on a reemployment list, after reasonable notice, to accept reap-
pointment therefrom to his/her former position, shall be deemed to be a relinquishment
of his/her eligibility for reemployment and his/her name shall thereupon be removed
from such reemployment list.
Section Addendum B.10A3c: Effect of Refusal to Accept Reemployment in Different
Geographic Location. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivision (b) of this section,
a person on a reemployment list shall not be deemed to relinquish his/her eligibility for
reemployment therefrom by reason of his/her failure or refusal to accept reemployment
to a position in a different community than that of his/her former position. In such
event, however, the name of such person may be withheld from further consideration
for reemployment to such other vacancies as may occur in such geographic location.
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Section Addendum B.I0A3d: Effect of Refusal to Accept Reinstatement to Lower Grade
Position. A person on a reemployment list shall not be deemed to relinquish his/her
eligibility for reemployment therefrom by reason of his/her failure or refusal to accept
reinstatement to a position in a lower salary grade than the position from which he/ she
was suspended, demoted, or displaced. The name of such person will be withheld from
consideration for reemployment in a position in a lower salary grade where he/ she failed
or refused to accept reemployment
Section Addendum B.I0A3e: Veterans and Exempt Volunteer Firefighters. Notwith-
standing any other provision of this Section, where a Veteran or Exempt Volunteer
Firefighter is displaced pursuant to this section, he/she shall be eligible for preference in
transfer to a vacant position for which he/she is eligible, pursuant to Civil Service Law
Section 86.
Section Addendum B.I0.B: Competitive Class Employees. Abolishment, reduction in
work force, layoff, and recall for competitive class employees will be conducted pursuant
to the Rules for the Classified Service of Cattaraugus County and applicable provisions of
the Civil Service Law, as modified by paragraphs C, D, and E or this section.
Section Addendum B.I0.C: Advance Decisions and Separation Agreements. An ap-
pointing authority may take such steps as it may deem necessary in order to secure bind-
ing written commitments in advance of suspension, demotion, or displacement from em-
ployees potentially affected by such suspension, demotion, or displacement as to their
willingness to accept reassignment or displacement. Individual employees will be pro-
vided written notice of proposed layoff and the effective date thereof. The Employer may
solicit written employee requests for voluntary layoffs, seniority-based employee shift
and geographic assignment preferences, secure declarations as to employees' present and
future intentions to displace other less senior employees in lower rated classifications,
and secure such other information or commitments as may diminish or identify the im-
pact of proposed layoffs or be useful in controlling the impact of any such proposed lay-
offs. Such written commitments may include agreements providing financial or other
incentives in consideration of displacement, layoff, resignation, retirement, or other mat-
ters. An employee shall have fourteen (14) days from the receipt of written notice follow-
ing the date the Employer enacts legislation, or takes administrative action authorizing
such layoffs, within which to render a final written decision as to his/her desire to dis-
place any other employee pursuant to this section.
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Section Addendum B.l0.D: Loss of Services. The County will notify, by registered
mail, the designee of the Union, thirty (30) calendar days prior to the effective date of any
loss of services in the work areas covered by this Agreement and which would cause
layoffs or the loss of jobs. The parties agree that they will meet to negotiate the impact of
said layoffs and/or loss of jobs.
Section Addendum B.10.E: Pay Upon Displacement. Where an employee's perma-
nent position is reduced in rank or such permanent employee must displace to a lower
graded title, the compensation of such an employee shall be paid at the step and grade
which most nearly equals, without exceeding, the hourly rate he/ she received in his/her
permanent higher graded position. An employee who is reinstated to a title from which
he/she was laid-off, shall be compensated at the same salary grade and step he/she was
receiving at the time of layoff. The fact that an employee has not served in a position for a
protracted time, shall not necessarily preclude such employee for consideration for a meri-
torious salary increment pursuant to Article 30, Section 1, of this Collective Bargaining
Agreement.
Section Addendum B.ll: Schedules Providing Every Other Weekend or 26 Weekends
Off.
a) Nurse Aides, Cooks, Food Service Helpers and LPN's will be expected to work
twenty-six (26) weekends per year. For purposes of this Section, the year shall
begin April 1st and end March 31st. Employees may initiate a change in work
days on a shift with another scheduled employee in the same title, providing the
change is submitted to the Scheduler at least seventy-two (72) hours in advance.
If the leave request is granted or an employee is absent for any other reason on a
weekend day, when it was his/her turn to work, the employee will be scheduled
to work another weekend day in order to make up for the absence, except as
explicitly provided in c) and d) below. Employees will be notified when resched-
uled to make up a weekend day, and may request one (1) postponement per April
1st through March 31st calendar year. Modifications to the schedules to provide
for an employee's obligation to make up a weekend day shall not result in over-
time.
If an employee is scheduled to work on a weekend day, and is absent due to
unauthorized absence, sick leave or personal leave, that employee will be sched-
uled to work another weekend day in order to make up for the absence. The
requirement to work the makeup day will remain in effect, until satisfied, or for a
period of one (1) year from the date of absence. Each facility will establish a list of
employees from which makeup days will be scheduled. The hierarchy of the list
will be as follows:
b)
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Category A
Category B
Unauthorized leave -first to make up
Personal leave or sick leave with less than seventy-two (72) hours
prior notice - make up after people in Category A
Category C Sick leave with more than seventy-two (72)hours prior notice -make
up after people in Categories A and B
c) Personal Leave (more than seventy-two (72) hours notice. Vacations and Holi-
days: An employee may request up to four (4) scheduled weekend days off for
approved Personal Leave Day (more than seventy-two (72) hours notice), vaca-
tion or holidays during each April 1st through March 31st calendar year. These
days will not be required to be made up. After these first four (4) days are used
up, all subsequent scheduled weekend days missed due to approved Personal
Leave Day ( more than seventy-two (72) hours notice), vacation or holidays may
be made up, within six (6) months from date of the absence.
d) Limited exceptions to the make-up requirement are as follows:
1) Where an employee is off work on an extended basis on an authorized leave
of more than fifteen (15) consecutive days due to work related or non-work
related injury or disease, or family leave, such employee will not be required
to make up weekend days falling on the sixteenth (16th) day to the date
preceding the employee's return from such extended absence.
The use of Bereavement Leave as defined in Article 10 on a weekend day
need not be made up.
2)
e) Discussion/Termination of the Schedule
A committee shall be established to meet and discuss issues which may arise in
connection with this schedule. Either party may terminate this Section of Adden-
dum B of this agreement with sixty (60) days written notice to the other party,
with such notice indicating a valid reason for termination. Grounds for termina-
tion may consist of, but not be limited to, significant increase in cost, staffing
deficiencies, and the inability to grant paid time off requests. Prior to the notifica-
tion of termination, the parties shall discuss the related issue(s) in committee form
in an effort to resolve the issue(s). The decision to terminate shall be subject to the
grievance procedure, and held in abeyance pending the final outcome of a griev-
ance on the matter.
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ADDENDUM C
Department of Social Services
PURPOSE: The purpose of this addendum is to include items in the Agreement
which pertain uniquely and specifically to the Department of Social Services. Any items
contained in this addendum, which conflict with, abridge, enlarge, or otherwise alter items
contained in the main body of the Agreement, shall supersede those items as they pertain
to employees in the Department of Social Services.
Section Addendum C.l: Social Services Examiner. Those employees within the Social
Services Examiner title, who are assigned to work in the Income Maintenance / Public
Assistance work area, shall receive an increased pay rate change in the amount of $.32 per
hour for each and every hour they are assigned said work.
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ApPENDIX A
Statutory References
This appendix provides an annotation of selected contract Articles and/or Sections
and includes significant laws, rules, and regulations pertaining to the rights of employees
and the administration of this agreement. This reference does not attempt to be all inclusive
of laws, rules, and regulations which may govern the parties to the Agreement.
Abbreviations Title
NYS Const. New York State Constitution:
ADA Americans with Disabilities Act
CoL NYS County Law, Section:
CPLR NYS Civil Practice Law and Rules:
CSL Civil Service Law, Section:
FLSA Federal Fair Labor Standards Act
ML NYS Military Law, Section:
POL Public Officers Law, Section:
RCSCC Rules of the Classified Service of Cattaraugus County, Rule:
RSSL NYS Retirement and Social Security Law:
10 NYCRR Title 10 NYS Code of Rules and Regulations, Parts:
*****************************
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REFERENCES
Article 1, Section 3
ADA
Article 2 I Recognition
CSL 201
CSL 204
Article 3 I Deductions
CSL 202
CSL 208 3(a) & (b)
Article 8 I Probationary Employees
CSL 20
CSL 50 (4)
CSL 63
RCSCC XIV
Section 4: CSL 65(2)
Article 9 I Hours of Work
CoL 206
CoL 206a
Article 11 I Seniority
Section 1: CSL 80
Section 3: RCSCC XIX
Section 4: CSL 71
CSL 72
CSL 73
CSL 75
CSL 80
Article 12 I Layoff & Recall
CSL 80
CSL 81
CSL 85
CSL 86
RCSCC XXVI
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REFERENCES (CON'T)
Article 13 I Job Posting
Sections 1 and 2: NYS Const. Article V,Section 6
CSL 20,40,42, 43, 44, 50
51, 52, 55(a), 56, 57
60,61,62,63,64,65
RCSCC Iv, V,VIII, IX, X, XI
XTI, XITI, XIV, XVI
XIX, XX( 4)
Section 3: RCSCC XVITI
Article 14 I Transfer
CSL70(1)
CSL70(4)
RCSCC 1(7)
RCSCC XVII
Article 15 I Reassignment
RCSCC 1(8)
Article 16 I Holidays
CoL 206(a)
Article 17 I Vacation Leave With Pay
CoL 207
RCSCC XX
Article 18 I Sick Leave With Pay
CoL 207
Article 21 I Family and Medical Leaves
29 D.S.C.S. Section 2601 et seq.
29 CFR Part 825
Article 24 I Military Leave
ML 242
Article 28 I Retirement
RSSL 1 et seq, including
Articles 14
14-A
15
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REFERENCES (CON'T)
Article 29 / Worker's Compensation
Workers Compensation Law
CSL 71
RCSCC XIX
Article 30 / Salary Rules
CoL 205
CSL 20
RCSCC XXIII
Article 31 / Overtime
FLSA
Article 32 / On Call
FLSA
Article 33 I Discipline & Discharge
CSL 75
CSL 76
CSL 77
Article 34 / Grievance Procedure
Section 1 b): CPLR Article 78
Section 3 5): CPLR Article 75
Article 35 / Compensation
Section 7: CSL 61(2)
Article 41 / No Strike Clause/Lock Out
CSL210
CSL211
Article 42 I Savings Clause
CSL204a
Article 44 I Indemnification Provision
POL 18
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ApPENDIX B
Health Insurance Waiver Form
HEALTH INSURANCE WAIVER
NO COUNTY PROVIDED HEALTH INSURANCE
FOR YOU OR YOUR FAMILYMEMBERS WILL BE
CONTINUED UNDER THE EFFECTIVE TERMS OF THIS WAIVER!
I hereby for myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators, waive my rights to
County-provided health insurance coverage pursuant to the Collective Bargaining
Agreement(s) between the County of Cattaraugus and the Cattaraugus County Units of
Local8D5, CSEA, LocallDOO,AFSCME, AFL-CIO.
I understand the RISK inherent in electing the Health Insurance Waiver Option and
assume any and all responsibility for said RISK to myself, my heirs, executors, and
administrators.
I release any and all rights and claims I may have against the County of Cattaraugus
and/ or the Cattaraugus County Units of Local 805, CSEA, LocallOOO,AFSCME, AFL-CIO
and their respective representatives as a result of my waiver of health insurance coverage
to which I was previously entitled.
I understand that once this waiver of health insurance coverage is in effect, I may not
re-enter any County provided insurance plan until the next open period occurs, except as
may otherwise be provided in Article 27.
I have read the above waiver and upon my reading, fully understand its contents.
Employee's Signature Date
Signature, CSEA Representative Local 805 Date
Signature, Cattaraugus County Risk Manager Date
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ApPENDIX C
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
WHEREAS, Cattaraugus County currently offers two health plan options as de-
fined in Article 27 of the Cattaraugus County /Cattaraugus County Employee Unit, CSEA
Local 805, January 1, 1995, through December 31, 1997, Collective Bargaining Agreement
(CBA) (hereinafter referred to as "current plans"):
WHEREAS, the current plans are governed by and provide benefits and rights
pursuant to the New York State Insurance Law and its codes, rules, regulations, policies,
and procedures, and the New York State Department of Health;
WHEREAS, Cattaraugus County wishes to provide health insurance coverage to
its employees and retirees through self-funded plans and wishes to discontinue such cov-
erage through the current plans;
WHEREAS,Cattaraugus County and the Cattaraugus County Employee Unit have
engaged in negotiations to ensure there is no diminution in benefits, administration, and
rights of bargaining unit employees and retirees by virtue of any change in health insur-
ance plans;
NOW THEREFORE, as a result of such negotiations, the parties agree as follows:
1. There shall be no diminution of rights and benefits in the self-funded plans
provided to employees and retirees as in the current plans.
2. There shall be no increase in co-pays for goods or services in the self-funded
plans provided to employees and retirees as in the current plans.
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3. Employee contribution levels shall be frozen at the premium-based dollar
amounts in effect on August I, 1997, while Cattaraugus County offers the self-funded
plans. If the decision is made to return to premium based plans, the contribution amounts,
as listed in the CBA, will be reviewed and mutually agreed upon.
4. The confidentiality of individual subscriber claims shall not be violated.
Specific individual claims data, reports, or summaries shall not be released by the plan
administrator to any party without the written consent of the individual, insured em-
ployee or covered dependent.
5. Employees may receive services from a health care provider in the current
plan who is not included in the self-funded plans. Cattaraugus County will ensure that
any charges incurred through the use of nonparticipating providers which would have
been paid by the current plan, will be paid directly by the plan administrator and/or
Cattaraugus County.
6. All funds currently allocated in the budget for 1997 for health insurance
shall be segregated in a separate account. This separate account shall be reviewed and
monitored by the joint committee on health insurance. The County shall certify to the
Cattaraugus County Employee Unit on an annual basis and/ or upon request of the Union,
the status of this account. The certification shall identify all ingredients used to determine
the amount segregated and the method for determining this amount.
The joint committee on health insurance shall meet no less than on a quarterly
basis.
7. Cattaraugus County agrees to provide in the self-funded plan, all mandated
benefits as currently mandated by ERISA and the New York State Insurance Law, the
Public Health Law, their codes, rules, regulations, policies, and procedures, as well as all
future amendments thereto. This provision applies to the provisions of the Health Insur-
ance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996.
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8. The self-funded insurance plan will be reviewed by the parties on an annual
basis for performance evaluation and recommendations to the future of the plan.
9. Disputes arising from this Memorandum are subject to the grievance proce-
dure as outlined in the CBA.
10. This document, as well as any changes in health insurance products and/or
services, shall be subject to-the approval of the Cattaraugus County Legislature and rati-
fication of the members of the CSEA bargaining units~
...~~G)~_~
. William L. Holcomb "
Chief Negotia~or
,/ 1f1J ~
- Howard M. Peterson
Personnel Director
..... y~~~
Paula Mohr
Insurance Committee Chairperson
~. (laf~
.. Sandra Costello
General Unit President.
Ge~ard J.Fitzpa .
Legislative Chair
Donald Snyde . .
Supervisory nit President
,"
'0
I~l,ol;rl
Date
Gl~ tL l~
Charles H. Hill
Sheriff's Unit President
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ApPENDIX 0
MEl\tIORANDUl\t1 OF UNDERSTANDING
between the
The County of Cattaraugus
and
Civil Service Employees Association, Inc.
Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, CSEA Local 805
Cattaraugus County Employee Unit
Effective January 1, 1998, Retiree Re-entry eligibility for Retirees shall be governed by the
rules of the health insurance plan (s). Where a Retiree has waived participation in the County
Health Insurance Plan and health insurance coverage from another source becomes unavailable
because of the death of a spouse, divorce, layoff, plant closing, or other such reason beyond the
employee's control, the retired employee and hislher dependents will be eligible to be reinstated in
the County Health Insurance Plan. Written notice must be provided to the Risk Management De-
partment by the retired employee within thirty (30) days of the event which qualifies s~ch retired
employee for re-entry into the plan. Thereafter, re-entry into the Employer's plan shall be accom-
plished as soon as possible.
.'
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the p'arties have caused this:Memorandum (:)fAgreement to be si"gned
by their respecti ve representatives on \'\ \c\ yo C ~ ~ l.( \ C\q<:g.
I
County of Cattaraugus . .Civil Service Employ~~s Association
Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO,
Cattaraugus County, Local 851,
Cattaraugus County Employees Unit'
'.
~
Chief Negotiator
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ApPENDIX E
SPECIAL MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between the
COUNTY OF CATIARAUGUS
and the
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION INC.
LOCAL 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO CSEA LOCAL 80S
CATIARAUGUS COUNTY EMPLOYEE UNIT
OTHER GRADES
A joint sub-committee of six (6) persons will be formed within sixty (60) days of the
contract signing date to review compensation for unit titles. The sub-committee will hold
a meeting within sixty (60) days after the sub-committee is formed. Any mutually agreed
recommendations will be submitted to the parties for consideration during the contract
term. Such recommendations not mutually agreed to by the committee will be a subject
for the next negotiations.
INWITNESSWHEREOF,the parties have caused this Memorandum of Agreement to be signed
by their respective representatives on April 13, 1999.
County of Cattaraugus Civil Service Employees Association
Inc., Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO,
Cattaraugus County, Local 851,
Cattaraugus County Employees Unit
~. ,
,~~
Chief Negotiator
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A.)
B.)
c.)
ApPENDIX F
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
Alcohol & Drug Information:
The Employer shall provide required educational material to each covered employee
which explains the requirements of the Federal regulations. At a minimum, the
materials shall include detailed information which meet the requirements of 49
CFR Part 382.601 (b), Part 654.71 (b) and Part 653.25, including, but not limited to:
(1) the categories of employees who are subject to the regulations; (2) conduct that
is prohibited by the regulations; (3) circumstances under which an employee will
be tested; (4) what period of the work day an employee is required to be in
compliance with the regulations; (5) the requirement that an employee submit to
alcohol and controlled drug tests; (6) an explanation of what constitutes a refusal to
submit to an alcohol or controlled drug test and the attendant consequences; (7) the
requirement that an employee is to be removed immediately from safety-sensitive
functions and the provisions for referral, evaluation and treatment; (8) the
consequences for having an alcohol concentration of 0.02 or greater but less than
0.04; (9) the procedure to test for the presence of alcohol or prohibited drugs; (10)
the procedure to protect the employee the integrity and validity of the test; (11) the
effects of the misuse of alcohol and use of prohibited drugs; and (12) the person
designated by the Employer to be contacted for questions and/or additional
information.
Required Tests
The Employer shall provide a required description of alcohol and drug testing
requirements to each covered employee which explains the requirements of the
Federal regulations as they pertain to pre-employment testing, reasonable suspicion
testing, return to duty testing, and follow up testing.
Requirement for Notice:
In accordance with the requirement in the Federal Regulations, prior to performing
an alcohol or controlled drug test, the Employer shall notify the employee that the
alcohol or drug test is required by Federal Regulations.
Section 2: Testing Procedures
A.) Tests for alcohol shall, in accordance with Federal Regulations, be conducted by a
breath alcohol technician using a National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
approved Evidential Breath Testing Device.
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B.) Tests for prohibited drugs, in accordance with Federal Regulations, shall be
conducted only by urinalysis and shall be performed only by Department of Health
and Human Services certified laboratories.
c.) A specimen may be tested only for cocaine, marijuana, opiates, amphetamines and
phencyclidine. If the test result of the primary specimen is positive, the Medical
Review Officer or the Employer shall notify the employee that he/ she has 72 hours
. in which to request a test of the split specimen. If the employee requests an analysis
of the split specimen within 72 hours of having been informed of a verified positive
test, the Medical Review Officer shall direct, in writing, the laboratory to provide
the split specimen if the split specimen tests negative, the cost of such test will be
assumed by the Employer.
D.) In accordance with Federal Regulations, neither the supervisor of an employee or a
person designated to make the determination of reasonable suspicion shall
administer alcohol or prohibited drug tests.
E.) Employees shall be paid for all time pertaining to an alcohol and prohibited drug
testing, including travel time to and from the test or collection site. Such time shall
be considered as time worked for the purpose of calculating overtime and employee
benefits.
F.) An employee required to submit to an alcohol and/ or prohibited drug test is hereby
advised that they can consult with legal counselor a union representative, as long
as legal counselor a union representative can respond without causing an
unreasonable delay in the testing process.
Section 3: Call In Procedure
If an employee is called and directed to report to work, the employee shall
acknowledge the use of alcohol or prohibited drugs which causes the inability to
perform the employee's safety sensitive function, and will therefore disqualify the
employee from the requirement to report for work.
Section 4: Referral, Evaluation and Treatment
A.) Any costs involved in services provided by a Medical Review Officer, which are
required by the Federal Regulations, shall be paid by the Employer.
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B.) Any cost not covered by insurance that is incurred by an employee for their initial
treatment by a Substance Abuse Professional due to being referred as a positive
alcohol will be the responsibility of the employee.
c.) An employee, upon a test result of 0.02 - 0.039 blood alcohol level shall be placed
off duty for a minimum of twenty-four (24) hours, or until a retest shows that the
alcohol concentration is less than 0.02.
D.) Use of Accrued Leave
1) An employee who for the first time is placed off duty as a result of a positive
alcohol and/ or prohibited drug test may be allowed to use accumulated sick leave,
vacation leave and other accrued leave up to the limits set forth in the collective
bargaining agreement. This may include a leave of absence as a result of being
referred for treatment on an inpatient or outpatient basis.
2) Nothing herein shall be construed to diminish or expand any rights which may
apply under the Americans with Disabilities Act, Family Medical Leave Act or other
relevant laws, or the collective bargaining agreement.
Section 5: Previous Policies and Procedures
Any policies and procedures pertaining to alcohol and prohibited drugs as they
pertain to the same employees covered by the Federal Regulations, shall be
superseded by the procedures set forth in the Federal Regulations and this
Memorandum or Agreement to the extent they are consistent with Law and
Regulations.
Section 6: Discipline / Discharge
.
Nothing contained in this agreement shall be considered as a waiver, by the Union,
of the Union's rights under Article 5, Union Rights, and Article 33. (Discipline and
Discharge, of the collective bargaining agreement).
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Section 7: Savings Clause
7.1 Nothing contained in this agreement shall be considered as a waiver by the employer
of any rights under the CBA, Civil Service Law, or any other statue, rule or
regulations.
7.2 If any provision of this agreement is in conflict with a Federal or State Law or is
declared inoperative by a court of competent jurisdiction, then the remaining
provisions of this agreement shall remain in full force and effect. It is further agreed
to meet within ninety (9D)days to renegotiate said negated clause.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Memorandum of Understanding
to be signed by their respective representatives on --','C\c\ '«'l~ ') l\ . J \ c\C\'6
County of Cattaraugus Civil Service Employees Association
Inc., LocallDDD,AFSCME, AFL-CIO,
Cattaraugus County, Local 851,
Cattaraugus County Employee Unit
~,~U 0\ -klr~~./).~
Chief Negotiato~
-
.
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ApPENDIX G
Unit Positions
SALARY GRADE ALLOCATIONS
GRADE 10
Community Services Aide
Laboratory Helper
Switchboard Operator
GRADE 11
Clerk
Keyboard Specialist
Microfilm Records Clerk
Reception Clerk
Receptionist
Typist
GRADE 12
Cleaner
Food Service Helper
Transportation Aide
GRADE 13
Leisure Time Activity Aide
Message Center Operator
Therapy Aide
Van Driver
Ward Clerk
GRADE14
Account Clerk
Account Clerk Typist
Aging Services Clerk
Assessment Records Clerk
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GRADE 14 (con't)
Cook
Data Entry Operator
Driver / Courier
Eligibility Worker
Index Clerk
Medical Records Clerk
Nutrition Program Assistant I
Resident Services Clerk
Personnel Scheduler
Phlebotomist
Program Coordinator (HealthDepartment)
Senior Clerk
Senior Microfilm Records Clerk
Stenographer
Tax Map Clerk-Typist
Therapeutic Activities Aide
GRADE 15
Laborer
Laborer II
Motor Vehicle Representative
Nurse Aide
Physical Therapy Aide
Records & Inventory Clerk
Senior Typist
Social Services Examiner Trainee
GRADE 16
Automotive Mechanic Helper
Data Control Clerk
EDP Operator
Health Education Assistant
Health Program Assistant
Maintenance Worker
Printer
Stores Clerk
Traffic Sign Maintainer
Transfer Station Operator
Work Site Supervisor
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. .
GRADE 17
Account Clerk-Stenographer
Aging Services Specialist
Bridge Construction Worker
Bridge Painter
Computer Operator
Correctional Alternatives Specialist
Highway Maintenance Worker
Nutrition Program Assistant II
Pre-Trial Release Investigator
Probation Collections Clerk
Resource Coordinator
Senior Account Clerk
Senior Account Clerk-Typist
Senior Audit Clerk
Senior Data Entry Operator
Senior Index Clerk
Senior Index Clerk-Typist
Senior Stenographer
Senior Work Site Supervisor
Social Services Investigator
Support Officer
Welder's Helper
GRADE 18
Administrative Secretary
Day Care Assistant
Employment Training Assistant
Home Delivered Meals Coordinator
Medical Records Technician
Real Property Technician
Senior Laboratory Technician (Serology)
Senior Printer
GRADE 19
Automotive Mechanic
Automotive Mechanic (Diesel)
Carpenter
Commercial Driver - Class A
Commercial Driver - Class B
Computer Operator/Programmer
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GRADE 19 (con't)
Construction Equipment Operator
County Payroll Clerk
Deputy Director of Weights & Measures
Diesel Mechanic/Driver
Engineering Drafter
Leisure Time Activities Specialist
Licensed Practical Nurse
Maintenance Mechanic
Micro Computer/Payroll Coordinator
Principal Account Clerk
Property Tax Clerk
Resident Care Coordinator
Senior Traffic Sign Maintainer
Senior Transfer Station Operator
Social Services Examiner
Stenographic Secretary
Welder
.
GRADE 20
Employment Specialist
GRADE 21
Community Mental Health Worker
Development Specialist
Engineering Technician
Junior Accountant
Occupational Therapy Assistant
Pre-School Program Coordinator
Procurement Specialist
Public Health Technician
Registered Nurse (Community Health)
Tourism Specialist
Youth Bureau Program Coordinator
GRADE 22
Micro Computer Specialist
Planner
Probation Officer Trainee
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GRADE 23
. Bacteriologist
Caseworker
Employment Training Counselor
Intensive Case Manager
Job Developer
Rehabilitation Specialist
Social Work Assistant
GRADE 24
Community Mental Health Nurse
Public Health Nurse
Tax Map Drafter
Therapeutic Activities Worker
WIC Nutritionist
GRADE 25
Information Services Administrator
Network Coordinator
Probation Officer
Public Health Educator
Systems Analyst/Programmer
GRADE 26
Criminal Investigator (DA)
Early Care Services Coordinator
Public Health Sanitarian
Senior Bacteriologist
GRADE 27
Waste Management Analyst
GRADE 28
Industrial Programs Specialist
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GRADE 30
Mental Health Therapist
Nurse Practitioner
Social Worker
Speech Pathologist
-
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ApPENDIX H
Excluded Positions
.
~
The following employees are excluded from the unit:
1. Temporary Employees.
(Temporary employees serving with a contingent-permanent appointment are
included in the unit.)
2. Part-time Employees.
3. Seasonal Employees.
4. Elected Officials.
5. Employees of the Board of Elections.
6. Employees represented by the Cattaraugus County Supervisory Unit of CSEA
Local 805.
7. Employees of the Sheriff's Department.
8. a) Managerial Employees
b) Confidential Employees
c) The parties have heretofore mutually agreed that the following positions
are either managerial or confidential and therefore excluded:
.,.
Department Heads (as of 1/1/89); County Attorney; Director/Coordinator of Civil
Preparedness; Director of Weights & Measures; Election Commissioners; Secretary to
County Attorney; Confidential Law Secretary; Administrative Officer (Mental Health);
Senior Stenographer, Office of the County Administrator; Office Manager, DPW; Employees
of the Civil Service Commission; Administrative Officer; Nursing Home Administrators;
Controller; Directors of Nursing Services; Secretary to the Director (Nursing Homes);
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds; Operations Manager, DPW; Coordinator,
Services for the Aging; Deputy County Clerk; Deputy Commissioners of Public Works;
Deputy County Treasurer; Deputy Commissioner of Social Services; Director of Social
Services; Personnel Director; Public Health Director; Environmental Health Director;
Director of Patient Services; Undersheriff; Secretary to Nursing Home Administrator-
Machias; Stenographic Secretary (Department of Health); ;Principal Administrative Services
Clerk; County Administrator; Deputy County Administrator; Management Systems
Accountant; County Youth Bureau Director.
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PROGRAM NO. BRC010 CATTARAUGUS COUNTY DATE 05/12/99 PAGE 2
SALARY SCHEDULE
GENERAL BARGAINING UNIT YEAR: 1999
----------- 3 5 H 0 U R S ----------
-----------
4 0 H 0 U R S
----------
GRADE/STEP A B C D E F GRADE/STEP A B C D E F
10 8.66 9.00 9.35 9.69 10.06 10.47 10 7.60 7.90 8.20 8.52 8.87 9.19
11 9.00 9.35 9.69 10.06 10.47 10.85 11 7.90 8.20 8.52 8.87 9.19 9.58
12 9.35 9.69 10.06 10.47 10.85 11.30 12 8.20 8.52 8.87 9.19 9.58 9.95
13 9.69 10.06 10.47 10.85 11. 30 11.76 13 8.52 8.87 9.19 9.58 9.95 10.37
14 10.06 10.47 10.85 11. 30 11.76 12.25 14 8.87 9.19 9.58 9.95 10.37 10.77
15 10.47 10.85 11.30 11.76 12.25 12.75 15 9.19 9.58 9.95 10.37 10.77 11.21
16 10.85 11. 30 11.76 12.25 12.75 13.31 16 9.58 9.95 10.37 10.77 11. 21 11.66
~11.76 12.25 12.75 13.31 13.86 17 9.95 10.37 10.77 11.21 11.66 12.17~17 11.30
~~18
11.76 12.25 12.75 13.31 13.86 14.43 18 10.37 10.77 11.21 11.66 12.17 12.67
~>
19 12.25 12.75 13.31 13.86 14.43 15.04 19 10.77 11. 21 11. 66 12.17 12.67 13.24 ....
~"'+
~20 12.75 13.31 13.86 14.43 15.04 15.70 20 11.21 11. 66 12.17 12.67 13.24 13.79 (./)
~~~-Z21 13.31 13.86 14.43 15.04 15.70 16.38 21 11.66 12.17 12.67 13.24 13.79 14.38
~~0
22 13.86 14.43 15.04 15.70 16.38 17.08 22 12.17 12.67 13.24 13.79 14.38 15.00 (./).....
~><23 14.43 15.04 15.70 16.38 17.08 17.82 23 12.67 13.24 13.79 14.38 15.00 15.67
~~~24
15.04 15.70 16.38 17.08 17.82 18.53 24 13.24 13.79 14.38 15.00 15.67 16.28
~~-
25 15.70 16.38 17.08 17.82 18.53 19.29 25 13.79 14.38 15.00 15.67 16.28 16.94
~26
16.38 17.08 17.82 18.53 19.29 20.04 26 14.38 15.00 15.67 16.28 16.94 17.62
27 17.08 17.82 18.53 19.29 20.04 20.81 27 15.00 15.67 16.28 16.94 17.62 18.28
28 17.82 18.53 19.29 20.04 20.81 21. 54 28 15.67 16.28 16.94 17.62 18.28 18.96
29 18.53 19.29 20.04 20.81 21. 54 22.29 29 16.28 16.94 17.62 18.28 18.96 19.61
30 19.29 20.04 20.81 21. 54 22.29 23.11 30 16.94 17.62 18.28 18.96 19.61 20.33
31 20.04 20.81 21. 54 22.29 23.11 23.94 31 17.62 18.28 18.96 19.61 20.33 21.06
32 20.81 21. 54 22.29 23.11 23.94 24.86 32 18.28 18.96 19.61 20.33 21. 06 21. 83
33 21. 54 22.29 23.11 23.94 24.86 25.80 33 18.96 19.61 20.33 21.06 21. 83 22.67
34 22.29 23.11 23.94 24.86 25.80 26.77 34 19.61 20.33 21.06 21. 83 22.67 23.53
35 23.11 23.94 24.86 25.80 26.77 27.81 35 20.33 21. 06 21. 83 22.67 23.53 24.42
36 23.94 24.86 25.80 26.77 27.81 28.89 36 21. 06 21.83 22.67 23.53 24.42 25.38
.\ " ..
-----------
3 5 H 0 U R S
----------
-----------
4GRADE/STEP A B C D E F GRADE/STEP A B
37 24.86 25.80 26.77 27.81 28.89 30.02 37 21.83 22.67
38 25.80 26.77 27.81 28.89 30.02 31.24 38 22.67 23.53
39 26.77 27.81 28.89 30.02 31.24 32.47 39 23.53 24.42
0 H 0 U R S
----------C D E F
23.53 24.42 25.38 26.38
24.42 25.38 26.38 27.45
25.38 26.38 27.45 28.54
.,
PROGRAM NO. BRC010 CATTARAUGUS COUNTY
SALARY SCHEDULE
GENERAL BARGAINING UNIT
'3\0
..
.
DATE 05/12/99 PAGE 3
YEAR: 1999
PROGRAM NO. BRC010 CATTARAUGUS COUNTY DATE 05/12/99 PAGE 2SALARY SCHEDULE
GENERAL BARGAINING UNIT YEAR: 2000
----------- 3 5 H 0 U R S
---------- -----------
4 0 H 0 U R S
----------GRADE/STEP A B C D E F GRADE/STEP A B C D E F
10 9.06 9.40 9.75 10.09 10.46 10.87 10 8.00 8.30 8.60 8.92 9.27 9.59
11 9.40 9.75 10.09 10.46 10.87 11.25 11 8.30 8.60 8.92 9.27 9.59 9.98
12 9.75 10.09 10.46 10.87 11.25 11.70 12 8.60 8.92 9.27 9.59 9.98 10.35
13 10.09 10.46 10.87 11.25 11.70 12.16 13 8.92 9.27 9.59 9.98 10.35 10.77
14 10.46 10.87 11.25 11.70 12.16 12.65 14 9.27 9.59 9.98 10.35 10.77 11.17
15 10.87 11.25 11.70 12.16 12.65 13.15 15 9.59 9.98 10.35 10.77 11.17 11.61
16 11.25 11.70 12.16 12.65 13.15 13.71 16 9.98 10.35 10.77 11.17 11.61 12.06
N
17 11.70 12.16 12.65 13.15 13.71 14.26 17 10.35 10.77 11.17 11.61 12.06 12.57
QQQ
18 12.16 12.65 13.15 13.71 14.26 14.83 18 10.77 11.17 11.61 12.06 12.57 13.07
~>19 12.65 13.15 13.71 14.26 14.83 15.44 19 11.17 11. 61 12.06 12.57 13.07 13.64 ....
~"io
~20 13.15 13.71 14.26 14.83 15.44 16.10 20 11. 61 12.06 12.57 13.07 13.64 14.19 C/') tfj$:a00 14.26 14.83 15.44 16.10 16.78 21 12.06 12.57 13.07 13.64 .-.. Z0 21 13.71 14.19 14.78 $:a
14.83 15.44 16.10 16.78 17.48 22 12.57 13.07 13.64 14.19 ~022 14.26 14.78 15.40
~C/')
><16.10 16.78 17.48 18.22 23 13.07 13.64 14.19~23 14.83 15.44 14.78 15.40 16.07 ;::-a t--4
~24 15.44 16.10 16.78 17.48 18.22 18.93 24 13.64 14.19 14.78 15.40 16.07 16.68
~~16.78 17.48 18.22 18.93 19.69 25 14.19 14.78 15.40 16.07 16.68 17.34 .-..25 16.10
~26 16.78 17.48 18.22 18.93 19.69 20.44 26 14.78 15.40 16.07 16.68 17.34 18.02
27 17.48 18.22 18.93 19.69 20.44 21.21 27 15.40 16.07 16.68 17.34 18.02 18.68
28 18.22 18.93 19.69 20.44 21. 21 21. 94 28 16.07 16.68 17.34 18.02 18.68 19.36
29 18.93 19.69 20.44 21. 21 21. 94 22.69 29 16.68 17.34 18.02 18.68 19.36 20.01
30 19.69 20.44 21. 21 21. 94 22.69 23.51 30 17.34 18.02 18.68 19.36 20.01 20.73
31 20.44 21.21 21. 94 22.69 23.51 24.34 31 18.02 18.68 19.36 20.01 20.73 21.46
32 21. 21 21. 94 22.69 23.51 24.34 25.26 32 18.68 19.36 20.01 20.73 21. 46 22.23
33 21.94 22.69 23.51 24.34 25.26 26.20 33 19.36 20.01 20.73 21.46 22.23 23.07
34 22.69 23.51 24.34 25.26 26.20 27.17 34 20.01 20.73 21.46 22.23 23.07 23.93
35 23.51 24.34 25.26 26.20 27.17 28.21 35 20.73 21.46 22.23 23.07 23.93 24.82
36 24.34 25.26 26.20 27.17 28.21 29.29 36 21.46 22.23 23.07 23.93 24.82 25.78
..
,I
'.
-----------
3 5 H 0 U R S
----------
-----------
4GRADE/STEP A B C D E F GRADE/STEP A B
37 25.26 26.20 27.17 28.21 29.29 30.42 37 22.23 23.07
38 26.20 27.17 28.21 29.29 30.42 31.64 38 23.07 23.93
39 27.17 28.21 29.29 30.42 31.64 32.87 39 23.93 24.82
0 H 0 U R S
----------C D E F
23.93 24.82 25.78 26.78
24.82 25.78 26.78 27.85
25.78 26.78 27.85 28.94
'1i .~
PROGRAM NO. BRC010
CATTARAUGUS COUNTY
SALARY SCHEDULE
GENERAL BARGAINING UNIT
00
~
"
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DATE 05/12/99 PAGE 3
YEAR: 2000
PROGRAM NO. BRC010 CATTARAUGUS COUNTY DATE 05/12/99 PAGE 2
SALARY SCHEDULE
GENERAL BARGAINING UNIT YEAR: 2001
-----------
3 5 H 0 U R S ---------- ----------- 4 0 H 0 U R S
----------
GRADE/STEP A B C D E F GRADE/STEP A B C D E F
10 9.34 9.69 10.05 10.40 10.78 11.20 10 8.24 8.55 8.86 9.19 9.55 9.88
11 9.69 10.05 10.40 10.78 11.20 11.59 11 8.55 8.86 9.19 9.55 9.88 10.28
12 10.05 10.40 10.78 11.20 11.59 12.06 12 8.86 9.19 9.55 9.88 10.28 10.67
13 10.40 10.78 11.20 11.59 12.06 12.53 13 9.19 9.55 9.88 10.28 10.67 11.10
14 10.78 11.20 11.59 12.06 12.53 13.03 14 9.55 9.88 10.28 10.67 11.10 11.51
15 11.20 11.59 12.06 12.53 13.03 13.55 15 9.88 10.28 10.67 11.10 11.51 11.96
16 11.59 12.06 12.53 13.03 13.55 14.13 16 10.28 10.67 11.10 11.51 11.96 12.43
N
17 12.06 12.53 13.03 13.55 14.13 14.69 17 10.67 11.10 11.51 11.96 12.43 12.95 QQ
13.03 13.55 14.13 14.69 15.28 18 11.10 11.51 11.96 12.43 12.95 13.47~18 12.53
~>19 13.03 13.55 14.13 14.69 15.28 15.91 19 11.51 11. 96 12.43 12.95 13.47 14.05
....
~"io
~20 13.55 14.13 14.69 15.28 15.91 16.59 20 11. 96 12.43 12.95 13.47 14.05 14.62 (I.)t!j
~00
21 14.13 14.69 15.28 15.91 16.59 17.29 21 12.43 12.95 13.47 14.05 14.62 15.23 - ZN
~22 14.69 15.28 15.91 16.59 17.29 18.01 22 12.95 13.47 14.05 14.62 15.23 15.87 ~0
~(I.)
><23 15.28 15.91 16.59 17.29 18.01 18.77 23 13.47 14.05 14.62 15.23 15.87 16.56 ("')
~......
~24 15.91 16.59 17.29 18.01 18.77 19.50 24 14.05 14.62 15.23 15.87 16.56 17.18
~;:
25 16.59 17.29 18.01 18.77 19.50 20.29 25 14.62 15.23 15.87 16.56 17.18 17.86 -
~26 17.29 18.01 18.77 19.50 20.29 21.06 26 15.23 15.87 16.56 17.18 17.86 18.57
27 18.01 18.77 19.50 20.29 21.06 21.85 27 15.87 16.56 17.18 17.86 18.57 19.24
28 18.77 19.50 20.29 21.06 21.85 22.60 28 16.56 17.18 17.86 18.57 19.24 19.95
29 19.50 20.29 21.06 21.85 22.60 23.38 29 17.18 17.86 18.57 19.24 19.95 20.61
30 20.29 21.06 21.85 22.60 23.38 24.22 30 17.86 18.57 19.24 19.95 20.61 21.36
31 21.06 21.85 22.60 23.38 24.22 25.07 31 18.57 19.24 19.95 20.61 21.36 22.11
32 21.85 22.60 23.38 24.22 25.07 26.02 32 19.24 19.95 20.61 21.36 22.11 22.90
33 22.60 23.38 24.22 25.07 26.02 26.99 33 19.95 20.61 21.36 22.11 22.90 23.77
34 23.38 24.22 25.07 26.02 26.99 27.99 34 20.61 21.36 22.11 22.90 23.77 24.65
35 24.22 25.07 26.02 26.99 27.99 29.06 35 21.36 22.11 22.90 23.77 24.65 25.57
36 25.07 26.02 26.99 27.99 29.06 30.17 36 22.11 22.90 23.77 24.65 25.57 26.56
.~
,( .,
'.
GENERAL BARGAINING UNIT
-----------
3 5 H 0 U R S
----------
-----------
4GRADE/STEP A B C D E F GRADE/STEP A B
37 26.02 26.99 27.99 29.06 30.17 31.34 37 22.90 23.77
38 26.99 27.99 29.06 30.17 31.34 32.59 38 23.77 24.65
39 27.99 29.06 30.17 31.34 32.59 33.86 39 24.65 25.57
0 H 0 U R S
----------C D E F
24.65 25.57 26.56 27.59
25.57 26.56 27.59 28.69
26.56 27.59 28.69 29.81
\.
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YEAR: 2001
PROGRAM NO. BRC010 CATTARAUGUS COUNTY DATE 05/12/99 PAGE 2SALARY SCHEDULE
GENERAL BARGAINING UNIT YEAR: 2002
-----------
3 5 H 0 U R S
----------
-----------
4 0 H 0 U R S
----------GRADE/STEP A B C D E F GRADE/STEP A B C D E F
10 9.79 10.14 10.50 10.85 11.23 11.65 10 8.69 9.00 9.31 9.64 10.00 10.33
11 10.14 10.50 10.85 11.23 11.65 12.04 11 9.00 9.31 9.64 10.00 10.33 10.73
12 10.50 10.85 11.23 11.65 12.04 12.51 12 9.31 9.64 10.00 10.33 10.73 11.12
13 10.85 11.23 11.65 12.04 12.51 12.98 13 9.64 10.00 10.33 10.73 11.12 11.55
14 11.23 11.65 12.04 12.51 12.98 13.48 14 10.00 10.33 10.73 11.12 11.55 11.96
15 11.65 12.04 12.51 12.98 13.48 14.00 15 10.33 10.73 11.12 11.55 11.96 12.41
16 12.04 12.51 12.98 13.48 14.00 14.58 16 10.73 11.12 11.55 11.96 12.41 12.88 N
17 12.51 12.98 13.48 14.00 14.58 15.14 17 11.12 11.55 11.96 12.41 12.88 13.40
Q
~18 12.98 13.48 14.00 14.58 15.14 15.73 18 11.55 11.96 12.41 12.88 13.40 13.92
~>19 13.48 14.00 14.58 15.14 15.73 16.36 19 11.96 12.41 12.88 13.40 13.92 14.50 ....
"'C
..;.
"'C20 14.00 14.58 15.14 15.73 16.36 17.04 20 12.41 12.88 13.40 13.92 14.50 15.07 CI) t'!1
~00
- ZIJ::o. 21 14.58 15.14 15.73 16.36 17.04 17.74 21 12.88 13.40 13.92 14.50 15.07 15.68
~~t:J22 15.14 15.73 16.36 17.04 17.74 18.46 22 13.40 13.92 14.50 15.07 15.68 16.32
~CI)
><(")23 15.73 16.36 17.04 17.74 18.46 19.22 23 13.92 14.50 15.07 15.68 16.32 17.01
~......
~24 16.36 17.04" 17.74 18.46 19.22 19.95 24 14.50 15.07 15.68 16.32 17.01 17.63
~~-
25 17.04 17.74 18.46 19.22 19.95 20.74 25 15.07 15.68 16.32 17.01 17.63 18.31
~26 17.74 18.46 19.22 19.95 20.74 21. 51 26 15.68 16.32 17.01 17.63 18.31 19.02
27 18.46 19.22 19.95 20.74 21.51 22.30 27 16.32 17.01 17.63 18.31 19.02 19.69
28 19.22 19.95 20.74 21. 51 22.30 23.05 28 17.01 17.63 18.31 19.02 19.69 20.40
29 19.95 20.74 21.51 22.30 23.05 23.83 29 17.63 18.31 19.02 19.69 20.40 21. 06
30 20.74 21. 51 22.30 23.05 23.83 24.67 30 18.31 19.02 19.69 20.40 21.06 21. 81
31 21. 51 22.30 23.05 23.83 24.67 25.52 31 19.02 19.69 20.40 21. 06 21. 81 22.56
32 22.30 23.05 23.83 24.67 25.52 26.47 32 19.69 20.40 21. 06 21. 81 22.56 23.35
33 23.05 23.83 24.67 25.52 26.47 27.44 33 20.40 21. 06 21. 81 22.56 23.35 24.22
34 23.83 24.67 25.52 26.47 27.44 28.44 34 21.06 21.81 22.56 23.35 24.22 25.10
35 24.67 25.52 26.47 27.44 28.44 29.51 35 21.81 22.56 23.35 24.22 25.10 26.02
36 25.52 26.47 27.44 28.44 29.51 30.62 36 22.56 23.35 24.22 25.10 26.02 27.01
"I
,4
"~
-----------
3 5 H 0 U R S
----------
-----------
4GRADE/STEP A B C D E F GRADE/STEP A B
37 26.47 27.44 28.44 29.51 30.62 31.79 37 23.35 24.22
38 27.44 28.44 29.51 30.62 31.79 33.04 38 24.22 25.10
39 28.44 29.51 30.62 31.79 33.04 34.31 39 25.10 26.02
0 H 0 U R S
----------
C D E F
25.10 26.02 27.01 28.04
26.02 27.01 28.04 29.14
27.01 28.04 29.14 30.26
.. ,.,
~
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DATE 05/12/99 PAGE 3
YEAR: 2002
EXECUTION OF AGREEMENT
..
Wherefore, the duly authorized representatives of the parties do hereby execute this
Agreement including all addenda and appendices on July 1, 1999.
~
FOR THE EMPLOYER
County of Cattaraugus
State of New York
Gerard J. Fitz
Cattaraugus Co
FOR THE UNION
~aL-
Timothy Anderson, Local President
'~~'~
..~
~Thomas Finger, CSEA
.
~"--?~-- -J~-??--"
Donna Vickman, Unit President
.oJ
~~~J e Jayes, C
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
STATE OF NEW YORK
: ss.
COUNTY OF CATTARAUGUS
On this 1st day of July, Nineteen hundred and ninety-nine before me, the subscribers, personally
appeared Gerard J.Fitzpatrick, William Holcomb, TImothy Anderson, Thomas Finger, James Jayes and Donna
Vickman, and to me personally known and known to me to be the same persons described in and who
CUred
~
and iliey dilly
acknOWledgedO:B:: Jili::::y
executed ilie same,
,"'--. Q..( .I Reg. 010Y4B48705
-. . . Notary Public. State of New York
Notary Pub c Qualified in Cattaraugus County()My Commission Expires March20,
-..l
.,
,.
86
